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 Gold, gold, go…! Nothing 
generates a rush for the hills 
faster than echoes of gold. I’ve 
been prospecting for more than 
30 years and contrary to what 
some folks believe, there’s still 
gold in our province waiting to be 
found. Each passing season 

yields me more riches than the one before. Even though 
I’m quick to show off an impressive poke full of nuggets, the 
wealth of spectacular scenery, captivating rivers and won-
derful friends I’ve discovered along trails are the greatest 
unspent treasure of all.  
 Recreational prospecting for gold is a fun activity that 
can be enjoyed year round by folks of all ages. I round up 
my partners in spring and we chase rainbows until freeze-
up. Come winter, our exciting adventures are relived in 
front of a crackling fire many times over, for once the pot’s 
been hit, the finder never tires of telling. Like the time I got 
a trophy nugget from a claim…  
 That memorable summer, I was working an old digging 
on a bench that was hydraulic in the ‘30’s. After weeks of 
shoveling through mountains of tailings, and washing gold 
particles from the hard-packed gravel underneath, I finally 
reached bedrock where I unearthed a hefty settlement of 
gold, including a remarkable nugget that won the summer 
title. Then another time…  
 Our province has a colorful historic background of gold 
rushes that have yielded some of the richest discoveries in 
the world. In 1858, the renowned Fraser River - dubbed the 
Gold Rush Trail - led miners upriver into the gold-laden 
Caribou. After Barkerville had seen its heyday, thousands 
of seekers and settlers ventured further north to other gold-
rooted regions including Stikine, Omineca, Cassiar and  
Atlin.  
 Much of our province’s regional and economic develop-
ment today owes credit to the glamorous gold rush era. 
Modern day gold mining operations like Kemess (northwest 
of Mackenzie), and Eskay Creek (north of Stewart, one of 
the highest grade gold mines in the world) continue to con-
tribute to our present day wealth.  
 As far back as history dates, gold has held spellbinding 
power over humans. Amazing ancient finds like the breath-
taking treasures from Egyptian tombs reveal the incredible 
durability and unique malleability of gold. It is pliable and 
easy to work into beautiful objects that can outlast time - 
this lustrous metal does not rust or tarnish.  
 Gold originates in veins in rocky formations called 
‘mother lode’ and is usually attached to a host material like 
quartz. Recovering it from a lode is known as hard-rock 
mining, which involves drilling, blasting, refining and other 
expensive undertakings that call for heavy-duty equipment 
and lots of power.  
 But recreational prospectors are usually in search of 
placer gold. This occurs after years of weathering action 
frees pieces from the lode and once they're loose, gravity 
draws them downward.  
 When gold reaches water it is picked up and carried  
 

great distances. Often it will get hung up on benches 
above the river. Such was the case with my two-ouncer.  
 Because gold is much heavier than surrounding ele-
ments, it makes its way through other materials to bed-
rock but cannot penetrate it. Therefore one of the most 
promising places to expect heavy concentrations of gold 
is in crevices of bedrock. Other good places to search are 
gravel bars, banks, and behind large boulders where wa-
ter looses force.  
 I have found that the best places to dig are where min-
ers of yesteryear left off. Noted historic regions dot the 
province and are riddled with placer-tinged rivers and 
streams. Check your local library for an array of history 
and mining books that name countless gold producing 
rivers and streams in the province. The Ministry of Mines 
and Natural Resources has mineral maps available, and 
recreational maps put out by the forestry can help you 
locate reachable stretches of noted waters. Those who 
are really adventurous can head to the hills in search of 
gold-bearing ground that has not yet been discovered. 
And, yes, there are still some out there that old timers like 
myself never loose hope of discovering!  
 There are various procedures for recovering placer 
gold and one of the simplest, least expensive and most 
proven methods is called panning.  
 Pans come in a variety of sizes, shapes and materials 
and can be bought in hobby shops, hardware stores or 
sometimes unearthed for a few quarters at yard sales. 
You can get metal or plastic gold pans in small, medium 
or large sizes and you’ll notice some have built in riffles to 
aid recovery. There are even newfangled square pans - 
they're said to work great if you can get the hang of them. 
 How do you choose a pan? Metal is durable and will 
last many seasons whereas a plastic pan will crack with 
wear. Bigger pans hold more gravel - greater chances of 
riches - but little pans are lighter and fit nicely in a back-
pack. Metal is heavier to tote and therefor best suited for 
adults. Little people should be outfitted with small plastic 
pans which can also be used for building sand castles or 
be employed for berry picking on days when other riches 
are to be had.  
 You’ll also need a sturdy, round-nosed shovel. I use a 
garden shovel with a reinforced handle but heavy-duty 
mining shovels are good for hard-packed gravel. There 
are lightweight collapsible shovels that are ideal for back-
packing trips. A garden trowel or big sturdy soup spoon is 
handy for cleaning out crevices where shovels won’t fit, 
and they make great diggers for kids.  
 Everyone needs a whisk for sweeping the gold bearing 
material off bedrock into the pan, tweezers for plucking 
pieces from crevices and a poke to hold finds. In old days, 
pokes were pouches made of leather and they served as 
wallets. Three corns and handful of ricers from the poke 
would buy a sack of beans and a piece of salted pork. I 
find that a plastic margarine tub serves as a good poke; 
it's big enough to hold all kinds of precious finds as well 
as fishing lures, pretty stones and other riverside  
treasures.  

Promises of Gold Still Echo in BC Hills        
by Linda Gabris 
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 Because you’ll be panning in water, rubber boots are 
the most suitable footwear (unless you don’t mind getting 
your runners wet.) In early spring and late fall, when water 
is cold, lined rubber gloves make the activity more enjoy-
able.  
 Now you’re ready to go panning. The whole concept 
revolves around the fact that gold is heavier than sand 
and gravel. It has a gravity of 19.3 which means it is this 
much heavier than water, allowing it to be panned or 
‘shaken’ down. Because of its weight, the shaking and 
rocking process of panning forces gold to the bottom of 
pan while the lighter material works up and is flushed out 
over the lip.  
 Here’s how it’s done. Fill the pan 3Ú4 full of gravel. 
Find a calm pool in a river and submerge the pan. Let it 
rest under water, freeing your hands to work the pan. 
Knead gravel, breaking up lumps of clay. Discard large 
rocks after you’ve rinsed them off.  
 Then, pick up the pan with both hands, tilt it toward the 
river and rock it back and forth, being careful not to let 
material sweep out over the lip. After several shakings, 
immerse the pan and - working with the water - let the 
lighter matter float or flush out over lip. Repeat this entire 
procedure until there is about one handful of material left 
in the pan.  
 To check for gold, allow just enough water inside to 
make the washed down material swirl. Twirl the pan in 
one  direction using a slow, steady motion. The concen-
trate - usually consisting of black sand, garnets, pyrites, 
and other heavy bits - will wash away to the bottom of the 
pan, sometimes dragging the flour gold with it. Larger 
flakes and nuggets will remain at the top. This last step 
takes practice but after you’ve unearthed a few flecks of 
gold, you’ll see how easy it is to perfect. Empty the con-
centrate into a container to be cleaned up later at camp.  
 After supper back at camp, clean up you day’s find-
ings. Pick out the larger pieces of gold and drop them into 
your gold bottle. Yes, all miners have a gold bottle, pref-
erably plastic, that holds their treasures. (Keep the bottle 
full of water. This helps to magnify gold, revealing its im-
pressive beauty). Nuggets too large for the bottle can now 
go into a real leather poke for safekeeping. Retrieving 
flour gold from black sand (magnetite) is a fun job I save 
for home as the concentrate must be dried before a mag-
net can be used to draw off the sand. 
 Other methods of recovery include shakers and sluice-
boxes that come in many sizes, and rockers that were 
common in olden days. These devices increase produc-
tion but since one has to apply for water rights and work-
ing permits before employing big equipment, they are 
usually done by claim owners and are not suited for be-
ginners. A dredge is wonderful creation that works like a 
vacuum cleaner, sucking up gold-bearing gravel from wa-
ter and trapping it in riffles beneath screens. However, it 
is very expensive and can only be used in certain waters 
under strict regulations, so it's not highly recommended 
for novice. Metal detectors offer fun, reliable nugget hunt-
ing and are well worth the investment. I like metal detect-
ing for nuggets on areas of exposed bedrock and have 
found a few good prizes.  
There are lots of open areas where novice prospectors 
can freely pan for gold but when heading into the hills,  

be aware that some grounds are legally staked claims or 
leases. This means that mining rights belong to the regis-
tered owner and trespassers can be prosecuted. Stay out 
of posted areas that warn of danger and steer clear of 
machinery or other personal property on claims. Asking 
permission to enter a claim to pan is good practice and 
over the years, I’m happy to say that I’ve found most 
claim owners very accommodating. When permission is 
granted, be courteous and keep your distance. Practice 
good outdoor ethics and never leave garbage or an un-
sightly mess anywhere.  
 Recreational prospecting will lure you through some of 
the most captivating corners of our countryside. You’ll be 
drawn into snow-capped mountains and enchanted for-
ests. You’ll retrace the colorful trails of our pioneers and 
unearth priceless historic traces of days gone by. And, 
yes, you will, I promise, discover riches beyond belief… 
 Linda Gabris is a writer and seasoned prospector who 
has spent over 30 years mining placer gold in British Co-
lumbia. She and her husband Sandor have instructed 
recreational prospecting for placer gold courses in Prince 
George through School District #57 Continuing Education 
for many years.)  
Glossary  
Digging - a place where miners have dug for gold.  
Bench - a flat area of bedrock above a river or stream.  
Bedrock - solid rock bottom.  
Tailings - waste material left over from mining operations.  
Hydraulic - a hillside that was washed down by pressured 
water. A common type of mining in the 30’s.  
Mother lode - gold at its origin  
Concentrates - washed down material left in pan after 
washing.  
Rocker, or dolly - A box that rocks on rockers washing 
gold from gravel.  
Sluice box - a box fitted with rug and screen that is used 
for sluicing gold from gravel.  
Magnetite - black sand.  
Pyrite - brassy yellow lumps known as ‘fool’s gold’.  
Recommended  reading:  
Guide To Gold Panning, Barlee.  
Gold, gold! A Beginners Handbook, J. Petralia.  
Gold Panner’s Manual, G. Basque  
  
Facts About Gold  
 Ever since its discovery 5,000 years ago, gold has 
been treasured for its unmatched luster, beauty and intrin-
sic value. Today, gold continues to enjoy widespread ap-
peal as an investment and storehouse of value. Gold is 
an internationally recognized monetary and financial as-
set held in reserve by major governments. It is so rare 
that all the gold ever mined could fit into a cube measur-
ing just 20 yards on each side. 
What is Gold? 
 Gold is a heavy, yellow, metallic chemical element. It 
is a precious metal, with a high degree of ductility and 
malleability, that is used in the manufacture of a wide 
range of products including jewelry, electronics, and coin-
age. Gold forms in high temperature hydrothermal quartz 
veins. These veins carry the gold to the earth's surface   
through super heated solutions and this material deposits 
in fissures to form ore bodies. Erosion of the host rock by  
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wind and water washes the gold from the ore bodies. 
Some of the gold stays near the vein and water carries 
some of the gold into rivers and streams. The gold nug-
gets found in rivers and streams are known as placer gold 
while the gold found in ore bodies and veins is known as 
lode gold. Typically, the old timers would follow placer 
deposits to the source, or lode gold, and then start hard 
rock mining.  
 Mineral symbol: Au, hardness: 2.5-3, specific gravity: 
19.29, color: golden yellow to white or orange/red  
How is Gold Weighed? 

 The weight of gold or gold articles is usually ex-
pressed in troy ounces. 

 1 troy ounce = 1.097 ordinary ounce 

 12 troy ounce=1 troy pound 

 31.1 grams=1 troy ounce 

 1.55 grams=1 pennyweight (1dwt) 

 20 pennyweight (dwt) = 1 troy ounce 

 24 grains=1 pennyweight (dwt) 

 480 grains=1 troy ounce 
How is Purity Measured? 
 The purity of gold articles is generally described in 
three ways: 
Percent Fineness Karats 
(parts of gold per 100) (parts of gold per 1000) (parts of 
gold per 24) 

 100 percent 999 fine 24 karat 

 91.7 percent 917 fine 22 karat 

 75.0 percent 750 fine 18 karat 

 58.3 percent 583 fine 14 karat 

 41.6 percent 416 fine 10 karat 
 Gold Filled: Also called gold overlay, a layer of at 
least 10-karat gold permanently bonded by heat and pres-
sure to one or more surfaces of a support metal, then 
rolled or drawn to a prescribed thickness. The karat gold 
must be at least 1/10 by weight of the total metal content. 
 Rolled Gold Plate: Material consisting of a layer of 
plating of 10-karat gold or better which is mechanically 
bonded to a base metal. The karat gold content may be 
less than 1/20 but must be properly identified by weight in 
terms of total metal content. 
 Vermeil: Gold at least 15- micro-inches thick, bonded 
to sterling silver by an electrolytic or mechanical process. 
 Gold Leaf: Pure gold that is pounded into sheets ap-
plied to other surfaces by hand. Usually about 3 micro-
inches thick, 
 Gold probably was found on the ground and used by 
prehistoric man as a tool. Highly sophisticated gold art 
objects and jewelry discovered by archaeologists in the 
Royal Tombs at Ur, in what is now Southern Iraq, date 
back to around 3000 BC. Similarly, goldsmiths of the 
Chavin civilization in Peru were making ornaments by 
hammering and embossing gold by 1200 BC. 
 

The Power of Gold - History of an Obsession 
By Peter L. Bernstein 
 
 About one hundred years ago, John Ruskin told the 
story of a man who boarded a ship carrying his entire 
wealth in a large bag of gold coins. A terrible storm came 
up a few days into the voyage and the alarm went up to 

abandon ship. Strapping the bag around his waist, the 
man went up on deck, jumped overboard, and promptly 
sank to the bottom of the sea. Asks Ruskin: "Now as he 
was sinking, had he the gold? Or had the gold him?" 
 People have become intoxicated, obsessed, haunted, 
humbled, and exalted over pieces of metal called gold. 
Gold has motivated entire societies, torn economies to 
shreds, determined the fate of kings and emperors, in-
spired the most beautiful works of art, provoked horrible 
acts by one people against another, and driven men to 
endure intense hardship in the hope of finding instant 
wealth and annihilating uncertainty. 
 "Oh, most excellent gold!" observed Columbus while 
on his first voyage to America. "Who has gold has a treas-
ure [that] even helps souls to paradise." As gold's un-
quenchable beauty shines like the sun, people have 
turned to it to protect themselves against the darkness 
ahead. Ruskin's paradox still arises and challenges us 
anew. Whether it is Perseus in search for the Golden 
Fleece, the Jews dancing around a golden calf, Croesus 
fingering his golden coins, Crassus murdered by molten 
gold poured down his throat, Basil Bulgaroctonus with 
over two hundred thousand pounds of gold, Pizarro sur-
rounded by gold when slain by his henchmen, Sutter 
whose millstream launched the California gold rush, or 
modern leaders such as Charles de Gaulle who deluded 
themselves with a vision of an economy made stable, 
sure, and superior by the ownership of gold - they all had 
gold, but the gold had them all. 
 When Pindar in the fifth century BC described gold as 
"a child of Zeus, neither moth or rust devoureth it, but the 
mind of man is devoured by this supreme possession," he 
set forth the whole story in one sentence. John  Stuart Mill 
nicely paraphrased this view in 1848, when he wrote 
"Gold thou mayest safely touch; but if it stick unto thy 
hands, it woundeth to the quick." Indeed, gold is a mass 
of contradictions. People believe that gold is a refuge until 
it is taken seriously; then it becomes a curse. 
 Nations have scoured the earth for gold in order to 
control others only to find that the gold has controlled their 
own fate. The gold at the end of the rainbow is ultimate 
happiness, but the gold at the bottom of the mine  
emerges from hell. Gold has inspired some of humanities 
greatest achievements and provoked some of its worst 
crimes. When we use gold to symbolize eternity, it ele-
vates people to greater dignity - royalty, religion, formality; 
when gold is regarded as life everlasting, it drives people 
to death.  
 Gold's most mysterious incongruity is within the metal 
itself. It is so malleable that you can shape it in any way 
you wish; even the most primitive of people were able to 
create beautiful objects out of gold. Moreover, gold is im-
perishable. You can do anything you want with it and to it, 
but you cannot make it disappear. Iron ore, cow's milk, 
sand, and even computer blips are all convertible into 
something so different from their original state as to be 
unrecognizable. This is not the case with gold. Every 
piece of gold reflects the same qualities. The gold in the 
earring, the gold applied to the halo in q fresco, the gold 
in the dome of the Massachusetts State House, the gold 
flecks on Notre Dame's football helmets, and the gold 
bars hidden away in America's official cookie jar at Fort 
Knox are all made of the same stuff. 
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 Despite the complex obsessions it has created, gold is 
wonderfully simple in its essence. Its chemical symbol AU 
derives from aurora, which means "shining dawn," but  
despite the glamorous suggestion of AU, gold is chemi-
cally inert. That explains why its radiance is forever. In 
Cairo, you will find a tooth bridge made of gold for an 
Egyptian 4500 years ago, its condition good enough to go 
into your mouth today. Gold is extraordinarily dense; a 
cubic foot of it weighs half a ton. In 1875, the English 
economist Stanley Jevons observed that the £20 million 
in transactions that cleared the London Bankers' Clearing 
House each day would weigh about 157 tons if paid in 
gold coin "and would require eighty horses for convey-
ance." The density of gold means that even very small 
amounts can function as money of large denominations. 
 Gold is almost as soft as putty. The gold on Venetian 
glasses was hammered down to as little as five-millionths 
of an inch - a process known as gilding. carrying a gilded 
You could draw an ounce of gold into a wire fifty miles in 
length, or, if you prefer, you could beat that ounce into a 
sheet that would cover 100 square feet. 
 Unlike any other elements on earth, almost all the gold 
ever mined is still around, much of it now in museums 
bedecking statues of the ancient gods and their furniture 
or in numismatic displays, some on the pages of illus-
trated manuscripts, some in gleaming bars buried in the 
dark cellars of central banks, a lot of it on fingers, ears, 
and teeth. There is a residue that rests quietly in ship-
wrecks at the bottom of the seas. If you piled all this gold 
in one solid cube, you could fit it aboard any of today's 
great oil tankers; its total weight would amount to approxi-
mately 125,000 tons, an insignificant volume that the U.S. 
steel industry turns out in just a few hours; the industry 
has the capacity to turn out 120 million tons a year. The 
ton of steel commands $550 - .02 cents an ounce but the 
125,000 tons of gold would be worth a trillion dollars at 
today's prices. 
 Is that not strange? Out of steel, we can build office 
towers ships, automobiles, containers, and machinery of 
all types; out of gold, we can build nothing. And yet it is 
gold we call the precious metal. We yearn for gold and 
yawn at steel. When all the steel has rusted and rotted, 
and forever after that, your great cube of gold will still look 
like new. That is the kind of longevity we all dream of. 
 Stubborn resistance to oxidation, unusual density, and 
ready malleability - these simple natural attributes explain 
all there is to the romance of gold. Even the word gold is 
nothing fancy: it derives from the Old English gelo, the 
word for yellow. This uncomplicated chemistry reveals 
that gold is so beautiful it was Jehovah's first choice for 
the decoration of his tabernacle: "Thou shalt overlay it 
with pure gold," He instructs Moses on Mount Sinai, 
"within and without shalt thou overlay it, and shalt make 
upon it a crown of gold round about." That was just the 
beginning: God ordered that even the furniture, the fix-
tures, and all decorative items such as cherubs were also 
to be covered in pure gold. 
 God issued these orders many thousands of years 
ago. What is the place of gold in the modern world of ab-
stract art, designer jeans, complex insurance strategies, 
computerized money, and the labyrinths of the Internet? 
Does gold carry any significance in an era where  

traditions and formality are constantly crumbling beyond 
recognition? In a global economy managed increasingly 
by central bankers and international institutions, does gold  
matter at all? 
 Only time can tell whether gold as a store of monetary 
value is truly dead and buried, but one thing is certain: the 
motivations of greed and fear, as well as the longings for 
power and for beauty, that drive men to own gold are alive 
and well at this very moment. Consequently, the story of 
gold is as much the story of our own time as it is a tale out 
of the past. From poor King Midas who was overwhelmed 
by it to the Aly Kahn who gave away his weight in gold 
every year, from the dank mines of South Africa to the 
antiseptic cellars at Fort Knox, from the gorgeous art-
works of the Scythians to the Corichancha of the Incas, 
from the street markets of Bengal to the financial markets 
in the City of London, gold reflects the universal quest for 
eternal life - the ultimate certainty and escape from risk. 
 The key to the story is the irony that gold cannot fulfill 
that quest. Like Ruskin's traveler jumping off the boat, 
people take the symbolism of gold too seriously. Blinded 
by its light, they cashier themselves for the illusion.  Do 
we have the gold? Or does the gold have us? 
 

The Spell of the Yukon 
 
I wanted the gold, and I sought it,  
I scrabbled and mucked like a slave.  
Was it famine or scurvy --  
I fought it; I hurled my youth into a grave. 
 I wanted the gold, and I got it --  
Came out with a fortune last fall, --  
Yet somehow life's not what I thought it,  
And somehow the gold isn't all. 
 
There’s gold and it’s haunting and haunting; 
It’s luring me on as of old; 
Yet it isn’t the gold that I’m wanting 
So much as just finding the gold, 
It’s the great, big, broad land ‘way up yonder, 
It’s the forests where silence has lease; 
It’s the beauty that fills me with wonder, 
It’s the stillness that fills me with peace 
 
 Robert W. Service  
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 VANCOUVER ISLAND - A Mineral Collector's Paradise 
By James Laird, Laird Exploration Ltd. 
Copyright 2003 

Vancouver Island, perhaps better described as "Treasure 
Island", hosts an astounding variety of rich mineral depos-
its. Nearly every kind of metal deposit occurs here, from 
the phenomenally rich gold veins of Zeballos, to the huge 
polymetallic volcanogenic massive sulphide deposits at 
Boliden's Myra Falls operation, and numerous large skarn
-hosted iron-copper deposits.  Much of my working career 
as a prospector has been spent seeking gold deposits on 
Vancouver Island, and I know many more remain to be 
found. 
 As I often work on the less-populated northern end of 
the Island, I am familiar with the mines and other interest-
ing sites found here.  This article is not meant to be a 
complete tour of these mines, rather just highlighting a 
few interesting and easily accessible areas near the Is-
land Highway.  The local rock clubs probably know all 
these areas well, but most people new to the area should 
probably buy a Backroad Mapbook, Volume II, and study 
the BC Energy and Mines website for maps and Minfile 
data of the areas you plan to visit.  Rick Hudson's Field 
Guide to Vancouver Island mineral sites would also be a 
very useful asset to have. 
 As most of the area is well-serviced by logging roads, 
you can find your way to many interesting localities with 
just a two-wheel drive vehicle.  Two words of caution, 
good tires and a real spare are a must due to sharp rocks 
turned up during frequent road grading, and little else is 
quite as frightening as a entering a sharp corner and be-
ing confronted with a fully-loaded off highway logging 
truck bearing down on you, so be aware always and drive 
with your lights on!  
 As most visitors to the North Island use the Nanaimo 
ferry, we will start our trip from this point.  Much of the 
Nanaimo area and adjoining harbour are underlain by 
Cretaceous coal-bearing rocks mined extensively in the 
past, one of the main reasons the city was built here.  
Few good rock exposures are left due to urban growth, 
but the shoreline should offer better outcrops where ac-
cessible.  As we travel up the Island Highway from 
Nanaimo, we pass through many different rock types, so 
perhaps a little geological background is in order. 
 Vancouver Island is built on a thick platform of Paleo-
zoic volcanic-sedimentary rocks known as the Sicker 
Group. Many of you are already familiar with these rocks 
because they host all of the known rhodonite deposits, 
and the large polymetallic volcanogenic deposits mined at 
Myra Falls near Buttle Lake and several other former 
mines.  I will not dwell on this rock package because it is 
not well exposed north of Campbell River, although it 
does trend up the center of the North Island to the vicinity 
of the settlement of Woss. 
 Overlying the Sicker Group is the Upper Triassic Kar-
mutsen Formation, a thick (up to 5 km) package of oce-
anic basaltic rocks.  Much of these rocks are just boring 
dark green lava flows and pillow basalts, but as we reach 
the top of the section, sedimentation begins in the form of 
limestone beds in small basins, and the upper parts of the      

individual flows are often amygdaloidal or feldspar por-
phyritic.  In the amygdaloidal sections, small gas holes 
and fissures in the lavas have commonly been filled with 
quartz, epidote, prehnite, pumpellyite, native copper, chal-
copyrite, chalcocite, bornite, vanadium minerals, hema-
tite, magnetite, pyrite, and even high-grade gold values.  
This mineralization occurs syngenetically with the lavas 
and sediments, and if it is metamorphosed and remob-
ilized into younger hydrothermal systems, it can contrib-
ute to forming skarn orebodies in the overlying Quatsino 
Limestone or even gold veins. 
 The Upper Triassic Quatsino Limestone overlies the 
Karmutsen almost everywhere on the Island, but can vary 
in thickness from just a few 10's of metres to more than a 
kilometre thick.  Composed almost entirely of grey lime-
stone, it is often bleached white and changed to marble 
near granitic intrusions.  Towards the top of the section it 
becomes darker as more sand, silt, and new volcanic de-
bris fall into the shallow basins.  Fossils are very common 
in this upper section, with large coral reefs, shellfish, am-
monites and other near-shore life present.  The Quatsino 
is host to most of the skarn-type ore deposits on Vancou-
ver Island, which tend towards iron in the form of magnet-
ite, copper, and often gold and silver values.  Also of note 
are the many world-class cave systems found within the 
Quatsino Limestone, such as those found at Horne Lake 
near Qualicum. 
 Above the Quatsino is the Lower Jurassic Bo-
nanza Volcanics, similar to the Karmutsen But overall 
a little lighter green in colour and with more explosive 
breccia rocks and volcanic sediments in the section, 
which can exceed 1 km in total thickness. Parts of the 
Bonanza erupted underwater, and part as airfall pyro-
clastics.  Iron in the form of disseminated hematite, 
pyrite, magnetite and jasper, often with some copper 
minerals, is locally well developed, as at the huge 
Island Copper Mine near Port Hardy. The granitic 
magmas that fed the Bonanza Volcanics continued to 
rise as large intrusive masses during this time, form-
ing the widespread Island Intrusions. The average 
Island Intrusion rock is probably a granodiorite, but 
everything from gabbro to syenite can be found lo-
cally. The hot, fluid, mobile masses were very impor-
tant in the formation of many large mineral deposits 
on the Island, notably the skarn-type and Island Cop-
per porphyry-type.  A unique feature of these rocks is 
the association of blue dumortierite and rarely black 
or green tourmaline with the porphyry copper sys-
tems. 
 The last significant rock-type of note outside of the 
Cretaceous coal-bearing rocks, is a series of small gran-
itic intrusives of Tertiary age, about 25 million years old.  
These Intrusive bodies, called the Catface Intrusions, 
were very important in the formation of rich gold-quartz 
vein deposits.  They have a very different metal signature 
than any of the previously described mineralization, with 
arsenic minerals often forming part of the vein systems.   
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Some of the better known Tertiary gold deposits are 
found on Mt. Washington, and at Zeballos.  Zeballos gold 
veins are often amazingly rich and narrow, and have been 
described at the famous  Privateer Mine as being “erratic 
in grade, between 200 and 300 ounces of gold per ton”.  
Some of the minerals found     in various Tertiary deposits 
include native gold, tellurides, pyrite, arsenopyrite, chal-
copyrite, sphalerite, galena, real- gar, cobaltite, and rarely 
cinnabar and native arsenic. 
 Now that you know something about the geology and 
related mineralization systems of Vancouver Island, let’s 
talk about mineral collecting on the North Island.  First, 
old open pit and underground mines can be very danger-
ous places to investigate, so at least wear a hard-hat!  
This will not protect you or your children from large rocks 
falling from an open-pit wall, or from deadly gasses in an 
underground mine.  Try to collect your specimens from 
the waste dumps well away from the mine workings.  
Wear rubber gloves when collecting lead, arsenic or mer-
cury minerals  
 Back on the road, the first major collecting area is Mt. 
Washington near Courtenay.  An old copper mine and an 
unmined gold deposit sit on the northeast side near the 
top of the mountain, which is mainly composed of highly 
faulted Karmutsen Formation basalts intruded by a Terti-
ary stock.  On the top of the mountain is a small section of 
Cretaceous or younger sediments, with rare shell fossils. 
The copper and gold deposits have formed in a series of 
flat “detachment faults” and are rich in arsenic minerals 
such as realgar.  Beautiful vuggy crystalline and chalce-
donic quartz often forms with the mineralization.  Similar 
mineralization can be found at many places along the lo-
cal logging roads, and in the vicinity of Wolf Lake closer to 
Courtenay.  Placer gold can be found in Oyster River 
draining the northern part of the mountain, and oddly 
enough, visible gold in fine specks is very rarely found in 
place on Mt.  Washington, but it has somehow accumu-
lated in the river and formed relatively large nuggets far 
downstream. 
 Just west of Campbell River, the old Quinsam or Argo-
naut iron mine is a large open pit with good collecting op-
portunities.  The Argonaut is a skarn deposit, mined for 
it’s magnetite content, but is notable for the abundance of 
andradite garnet crystals in the orebodies.  Also of note is 
the occurrence of several narrow cobaltite/erythrite-
bearing zones within the skarned rocks, although these 
are probably related to a Tertiary mineralizing event su-
perimposed on the older Mid-Jurassic iron deposits.  I 
have assayed significant gold values in this cobaltite, and 
I know that visible gold is found in similar deposits else-
where on the Island. 
 As we head north from Campbell River towards Say-
ward, the area is almost entirely underlain by Karmutsen 
basalts near the top of the section.  A unique kind of syn-
genetic mineral deposit has been found in several loca-
tions near Menzies Bay and on Quadra Island, containing 
copper in the form of chalcocite and native copper, and 
vanadium in the form of volborthite.  Although the known 
deposits are too small to mine, similar deposits in Alaska 
have a much greater volume and have made large mines. 
 Just past Sayward, the Iron Mike mine, a magnetite 
skarn, is located west of the highway.  I do not know the 

current condition of the roads in the area, but they may be 
“de-activated” as the Forest Ministry calls it, or ruined as I 
see it.  In the middle of the open pit is a narrow fracture-
hosted copper zone having good gold values by assay. 
 Travelling a short distance north to the Adam River 
drainage, I have seen beautiful quartz and epidote crys-
tals from a poorly known location in the area.  Perhaps 
one of the local rock clubs has an exact location, and if 
you joined up possibly someone could tell you where to 
look.  There are also some small gold-copper deposits 
along the Adam River, and copper-bearing amygdaloidal 
lavas.  On the highway north of Adam River, a section of 
Quatsino Limestone is exposed and contains some small 
karst holes or caves visible from the road. 
 The next area of collecting interest is in the vicinity of 
Nimpkish and Bonanza Lakes.  Interestingly, Bonanza 
Lake was not named for mineral deposits but for the im-
mense size of its first-growth trees, now sadly just a mem-
ory.  The Bonanza area is accessed from near the Zebal-
los turn-off, and can be driven through to Telegraph Cove 
and back out to the highway.  Along the way, the Bob 
copper mine, a small open-pit skarn, is located beside the 
road part way to the main lake.  The upper Bonanza River 
is one of the few designated placer gold rivers on Van-
couver Island.  The gold source, similar to Mt. Washing-
ton, appears to be fine gold coming from Karmutsen lavas 
at the headwaters, concentrating into small nuggets 
downstream.  Also of note is the white marble quarry near 
the north end of the lake. 
 Near Nimpkish River, the Nimpkish Iron Mine is a 
large open-pit with some collecting opportunities for skarn 
minerals and magnetite.  East of the Island Highway near 
the small settlement of Nimpkish, the Kinman Creek area 
host a variety of small, rich copper deposits and interest-
ing skarn minerals.  Many of the skarn deposits found 
between here and Noomas Creek to the north, such as 
my CBL deposit, contain zinc in the form of sphalerite and 
also host green grossularite-andradite garnet.  Several 
large cave systems are found here too, and local guides 
are available.   
  Other minerals of note in the local skarns include 
“peacock” chalcopyrite, magnetite, pyrite, specular hema-
tite, bornite, galena, jasper, diopside, serpentine and 
rarely dumortierite, vesuvianite, black tourmaline and 
bustamite. 
 On the western side of Nimpkish Lake, a visit to the 
Hustan caves is an easy walk.   Near the Kilpala River at 
the northwest end of the lake, I found a single boulder of 
Karmutsen amygdaloidal lava filled with a unique mineral, 
pink clinozoisite.  This has resulted in an unusual and at-
tractive green rock with pink spots, which takes a good 
polish.  The original source has not been found as yet.  
 Driving north on the Island Highway again, lots of Kar-
mutsen and Quatsino rocks are exposed in the road cuts.  
Your next major stop is at Port McNeill, where all services 
can be found.  West of Port McNeill, the Merry Widow and 
Old Sport/Coast Copper skarn copper/iron mines can be 
found on Merry Widow Mountain.  The open pits at the 
Merry Widow Mine are very steep and dangerous with 
lots of active rock fall, so collecting from the dumps is the 
way to go.  As well, the actual mine area is currently un-
der active development and so is off-limits to the public.   
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The general Merry Widow mountain area north to Alice 
Lake has many interesting rock outcrops along the main 
logging road, but watch out for those huge log trucks!  
Some very large karst or cave systems can be found 
along the road, such as Devil’s Bath and the Eternal 
Fountain. 
 Back on the highway north from Port McNeill, your 
next major stop is Port Hardy, near the huge Island Cop-
per Mine open pit mine, now flooded with seawater.  Sev-
eral books and displays at the local museum tell the story, 
however.  Port Hardy is the northern terminus of the Is-
land Highway, but numerous logging roads lead out to-
wards the wild West Coast and access many more min-
eral deposits and caves similar to those already men-
tioned.  Camp spots are easy to locate along the many 
lakeshores, but bring good rain gear.  I hope you have a 
great time rockhounding on “Treasure Island”! 
 

Yellow Lake ( Mt Laidlaw) Precious Opal 
Story  
by Larry Faggetter 
 
 I first heard of the Yellow Lake opal from George  
Haddrel of Okanagan Falls while on a trip with him to look 
at soapstone. George, who built logging roads as a bull-
dozer operator, said the prettiest rock he had ever seen 
was on a logging road he was building on the north side 
of the mountain north of Twin Lakes, now know as Mount 
Laidlaw. He said there were two members of the Pentic-
ton rock club in the area at the time and one of them, 
Norm Vernon quickly picked up a white rock full of flash-
ing colours which the bulldozer had exposed. 
 Since then this area has been staked at least three 
times to my knowledge, by Mr. Vernon, Mr Malcom Bor-
dass and a Mr. Harris. Small bulldozer diggings are scat-
tered around the mountaintop. There are numerous show-
ings of agate and two shades of common opal but to the 
best of my knowledge no further precious opal has been 
found. 
 Mr Vernon had the " Vernon Opal" on display at the 
Penticton Museum but the family removed this upon his 
death and its current whereabouts are not known. There 
are many older rockhounds about who remember the 
beauty of this stone. 
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WRECK BEACH NODULES 
by: G.Peter Thorne 
 
 At the foot of Trail 6 imbedded in sand and spread 
along the tide line as part of the intertidal sediments of 
Wreck Beach are found rock nodules unique on Point 
Grey beaches.  
 The location of the nodules is a well known nude sun-
bathing beach at the foot of the cliff, but the sun worship-
pers pay scant attention to the collector.  Wreck Beach is 
located at Point Grey against the Gulf of Georgia and the 
westernmost part of Burrard Peninsula which is home to a 
number of cities including New Westminster, Burnaby and 
Vancouver.  At the top of the Ice Age cliff is the University 
of British Columbia. 
 The nodules are up to a foot across, but generally 
much smaller in the range of inches and are found in an 
impressive variety of shapes.  One of their claims to fame 
is their sub-fossil preservation qualities.  As the nodules 
formed, plant and animal material becomes incorporated 
adding to their substance. 

 
 Despite being collected from sand banks at the foot of 
the cliff and along the beach this is not where they 
formed.  Their present position is from an entirely man 
made deposit.  The nodules - with much accompanying 
sand - were dredged from the delta channels of the 
nearby Fraser River and deposited at the foot of the Point 
Grey cliff in 1974 as part of a program of erosion control.  
 In a straight line facing the Gulf of Georgia, the sea 
front of the Fraser River is close to 30 kilometres wide.  It 
is from the various branches of the river front along this 
delta width the nodules are found.  They appear to be 
restricted to the submarine front parts of the delta and are 
mainly known from dredging operations.  The nodules 
have been dredged from the Iona Island outfall channel,  
the main channel of the Fraser River, the submerged por-
tion of Roberts Bank and the river's north arm. 
 None are found on tidal mud flats or river bars and 
they are not found upstream any great distance.  
 Forming under water, cementation may join the nod-
ules together leading to sheets, as layers up to several 
thousand feet square feet have been encountered. 
 Created from sand grains and clay, the nodules are 
cemented together with a magnesian calcite which radi-
ates from the sand grains in a microscopic fan like pat-
tern.  The source of calcite is believed to be of organic 
origin: shells and the like buried in the river sediments.  
This material is in solution between the grains of sediment 
and is squeezed out as the sediment compacts. The river 

water and sea water are not considered to be the source 
of the cementing material. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 Incorporated into the material of the nodules during 
formation can be shell, whole or massed fragments form-
ing a conchina.  The nodules can also form around bur-
rows of invertebrates: plant material includes woody frag-
ments, small branches and on occasion leaves.  The 
ages of these sub-fossils is not great.  Radiocarbon dat-
ing of some of the nodules gave ages of 4400 years and 
less.  These dates reflect the age of the cementing mate-
rial and not necessarily when the nodule formed, which 
would be even more recent. 
In some cases the nodules appear to have formed around 
cables and rope 
 
 

The tube like 

formation pre-

sented by this 

clay nodule was 

home to an in-

vertebrate. Such 

tubes also form 

around sub-

merged plant 

material such as 

roots & branches 

 
Fragments of clam, 
probably Macoma, 
have become a part 
of this nodule and 
have become a sub-
fossil. 
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4. BC Precious Opal Deposit Examples 
 
 Although most precious opal deposits found in BC 
may be considered volcanic hosted, the coloration, ap-
pearance, stratigraphy and associated minerals are often 
different. Three known deposits are presently at different 
stages of development: The Klinker deposit (now Oka-
nogan Opal Inc.) in Vernon is conducting seasonal fee 
digging and  producing opal jewelry for the wholesale and 
retail market: Whitesail Opal in northwest BC is test mar-
keting rough and finished opal and spheres: Firestorm 
Opal from Burns Lake has produced some spectacular 
opals and also conducts seasonal fee digging.  Hopefully 
these examples will tempt you to try out your "Opal Eyes" 
on your next field trip. 
 
Klinker Discovery Story 
 Noting an area of exposed weathered basalt high in 
the rolling hills near McGregor Creek in BC's Okanogan 
region, an experienced rockhound, Tony Grywacheski, 
found small pieces of grey, white and clear banded agate 
and some white, orange and clear common opal.  A large 
amount of "klinkers" or scoriaceous volcanic stones suit-
able for landscaping were noted, and with  Bob Yorke-
Hardy, claims were staked. On Thanksgiving Day, Oct 14, 
1991 his grandaughter uncovered a piece of basalt with a 
seam of precious opal.  Visible fire or play of colour was 
seen in the opal and the klinkers, later found to be the 
result the intense heat of localized slash burning when the 
site had been logged, were soon forgotten. 
 In 1993 Okanogan Opal Inc. was formed to explore 
and develop the property, located 23 km northwest of the 
city of Vernon. Numerous agate and common opal pieces 
were found on the surface. When overburden was 
stripped from an area, and the volcanic rock swept and 
washed down, viens of precious opal up to 1/4 '" wide 
could be seen snaking up the slope for distances of sev-
eral feet.   
 In the Australian mining tradition, as new areas were 
found they were given a name. The original find was 
called the Discovery Pit. The second was called Bluebird 
Pit, as a bluebird had a nest in a dead aspen tree there. 
Another was called Caramel Pit for the colour of an opal 
first found there. In1995 and 1996 the deposit was bulk 
sampled using mechanized eqipment. 
 
Klinker Geology 
 The Klinker opal deposit is viewed in many ways as 
similar to the Mexican deposits except that here, the opal 
is found in volcanic basalts and tuffs rather than rhyolite.  
There is greater similarity to Nevada opal deposits where 
the host rocks are basalts and other mafic rocks and 
where opal and agate may also occur as alternating lay-
ers in the same vesicle. 
 Opal occurances at the Klinker property are in an area 
of clear cut logging with an average overburden depth of 
30 cm.  Most exposed rock is strongly hydrothermally al-
tered or weathered.  Agate, opal and precious opal are  

hosted by clast and matrix supported lahars and lapilli 
tuff units of the Kamloops group. The dominant litholo-
gies are basalt and andesite lava flows, flow top brec-
cias, mudflows and ashflows. The lahars and debris 
flows are the most abundant of the 5 major rock types 
exposed.  
 The lahars or debris flows are generally poorly 
sorted and nearly tabular in shape. In some lahar layers 
the clasts are well sorted and overlap. Fine grained, 
yellow to olive green ash to lapilli tuff is typically 20 cm 
to 3 meters thick and may form a series of lenses rather 
than a continuous layer.  This ash to lapilli tuff is found 
in all precious bearing pits. Precious opal is commonly 
found in this unit as well as the matrix supported lahar 
above or below it.  
 Precious opal forms as open space filling mainly 
fractures, voids and vesicles in the volcanic rocks. Po-
rosity of the host rocks is likely the most important factor 
leading to opal formation. It is unknown to what depth 
precious opal can be found. Stratigraphy and porosity 
are the main controls of opal distribution and the imper-
meable nature of the fresher volcanic clasts means 
most opal forms as vesicle infilling, cement within the 
matrix and as fracture infilling. 
 Associated fracture filling minerals include agate, 
quartz, celadonite, manganese oxides, clay, calcite and 
chabazite and other zeolites.  Zeolites are a major com-
ponent of the matrix in some lahars and only where zeo-
lites are absent is opal found. The relationship between 
opal and agate is complex in that opal occurs only 
within broad areas of agate mineralization and precious 
opal only within the common opal mineralization. This 
halo of grading from agate to common to precious is 
wise to note. 
 
Okanogan Opal Inc. 
Surface weathering in the sunny and cold Okanogan 
along with the freeze/thaw cycle has resulted in most 
surface and near surface solid material being cracked. 
Cut stones that have been available for several years 
show that crazing is not an extreme problem. Research 
suggests it is best not to immerse mine run opal in wa-
ter  but to let it dry slowly in a closed container for a pe-
riod of time.  
 The pieces of solid precious opal found so far have 
been small (from chips up to 25 grams).  Boulder opal 
material, matrix opal and jelly opal occur with base col-
ours of yellow to orange and amber. Precious opal oc-
curs in both transparent and opaque base colours often 
showing the full rainbow spectrum with good to very 
brilliantplay of colours.  Doublets, solids and chip inlay 
jewelry are being produced as well as specimen and 
faceting grade common opal. 
 Okanogan Opal Inc is the first company in Canada to 
produce finished precious opal gemstones on a com-
mercial basis from a Canadian deposit. The company's 
main focus is to develop a vertically integrated business 
marketing finished opal jewelry pieces using stockpiled  
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material. Their determination and continued success is an 
inspiration to opal prospectors everywhere. 
 
Whitesail Opal Discovery Story 
 In the early 80's while exploring for epithermal gold 
deposits in the region, prospector Bruce Holden was 
given the task of exploring a flank of the Whitesail Moun-
tains. After breakfast and instructions from the project 
geologist, he was set out by helicopter and spent the day 
traversing and sampling outcrops. One feature caught his 
attention like no other and closer examination was 
needed. 
 A long dike could be seen snaking across the side of 
the mountain and in places it stood 8 meters above the 
country rock. The region was underlain by Ootsa volcanic 
units and while not know for metals, a contact with the 
more interesting Hazelton units was nearby. The dacite 
dike had some interesting nodules exposed and after hit-
ting one with his hammer, Bruce was amazed at the clear 
orange coloured glassy mineral it contained. Taking sam-
ples and placing a piece of marked flag as an identifier, 
he continued prospecting until picked up and flown back 
into base camp that night. When he showed the days 
samples to the geologists they recognized the orange 
glass as opal but declared the area as uninteresting as it 
was too recent in geologic age for the epithermal gold 
deposits they were exploring for. Numerous agate beds, 
even a coal seam had been located but the exploration 
program moved on. 
 Many years later while collecting agate material from a 
nearby occurance Bruce headed back to the dike for a 
second look and in the sunshine  spotted a  colourful face 
where a portion of the dike had broken away. Whooping 
and yelling for attention he was looking at a thin coating of 
colourful precious opal that had filled a fracture then split 
off. Taking samples was difficult as the opal was only a 
paper thin coating on a tough dacite host rock. Over the 
winter the significance of the find was questioned. 
 Showing the pieces to knowledgeable eyes prompted 
the idea of another visit to the spot the next summer but 
access was very difficult. The trip in from Houston BC 
required a 120 km  drive on gravel roads with a few creek 
crossings, then a 10 km boat ride up a flooded reservoir 
with many submerged trees and logs. Then a long hike up 
an old exploration road uphill through slide alder to the 
alpine and through a pass. Almost 14 hours later a base 
camp was reached. Even in June a large snowpack was 
found to be in place and the skies were not promising. 

 The next day after crossing many snowfields and talus 
and finding a large occurance of brown and yellow com-
mon opal, the dike was reached. Closer examination 
showed the fracture filling was so thin that no pieces of 
precious opal without the host backing could be obtained. 
The south facing slope was relatively snow free at lower 
elevations but alpine prospecting was impossible. Cross-
ing razorbacks with snow on both sides made travel back 
difficult. Slightly discouraged but with nothing proven or 
disproven, a return trip was needed. 
 Years later logging interests built a barge crossing to 
the Whitesail peninsula and started a network of roads to 
access the timber at the low elevations. Using a vehicle 
permit to cross on the barge another prospecting party  

started out after parking at the nearest cutblock. Crossing 
alpine streams and meadows on a long 12 km uphill climb 
we were  rewarded near the top by finding boulders with 
precious opal  below a steep slope.  
After setting up camp in a grassy hollow, prospecting for 
several days yielded numerous precious opal specimens 
from several different host rocks. Conditions were perfect 
with warm sunny BFD's (bug free days) and  little wind. 
This changed on the last night as strong west winds 
brought clouds then rain. Early morning found the grassy 
hollow filling up with water, and packing up and hiking out 
on slippery meadows and crossing  rising creeks made 
the party realize how easy the mountains can change 
character. 
 
Northern Lights Claims/Whitesail Opal 
 Next year a fly-in camp was established and claims 
were staked to cover the areas where opal was exposed. 
The Northern Lights claims are located approx 90 air 
miles south of Houston, BC. This is one of the few alpine 
locations in the world where precious opal can be found.  
The  extremely short weather window lasts from late July 
to early September with blowing snow happening any-
time!  
 At the Northern Lights claims, precious opal outcrops 
occur over a 4 sq km area. It is found mainly as open 
space fillings in the matrix and vesicles of clasts in the 
volcanic lahar ( debris flows) and lapilli-tuff units of the 
Tertiary-aged Ootsa Lake Group. It is also present as 
amygdules in massive flows. The dominant opal bearing 
lithologies are the debris flows with minor amounts in the 
lava flows and ashfall tuffs.   
 Common opal of all colours, many types of agates and 
even one agate with a line of precious opal inside are all 
found in close proximity. Geological theory does not ex-
plain how one vesicle can be filled with bright precious 
opal with the adjacent one empty. The occasional empty 
vesicle may even show an inside surface that flashes with 
precious fire.  Celadonite and zeolites are present which 
somehow indicate a favorable geological environment for 
opal formation and/or preservation.  
 The types of opal found  ranges from nodules similar 
to Mexican material, thin seams in matrix that resemble 
Queensland boulder opal and matrix opal that has the 
appearance of Honduran matrix opal.  The nodules are 
generally raisin sized with white, clear, yellow, brown and 
even black base colour. Their clarity ranges from trans-
parent to opaque  with colour intensity that varies from 
good to very brilliant.  The colour spectrum of this opal 
covers the entire rainbow. A transparent black opal was 
cut that shows good red and green flash. 
 The precious opal matrix material represents the larg-
est volume exposed at present. In appearance it shows 
small flecks of all precious opal colours distributed 
throughout various matrix hosts. The vesicular matrix 
hosts can range from a dense hard black basalt to softer 
brown porphyritic andesite and to grey, even reddish col-
our material. Vesicles filled with precious opal may ac-
count for over 25 per cent of the volume of the rock.  
The resemblence of this matrix material to dinosaur bone 
was noted by Kevin L. Smith, a renowned carver. 
  Sometimes the host volcanic material will take a good 
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news to all would-be BC opal prospectors.  
 
Conclusion 
 Marketing of rough and cut opal gemstones from BC 
sources has generally been slow due partly to the lack of 
knowledge by jewelers about local material but mostly to 
the tremendous marketing machine promoted by the Aus-
tralian government. Oz has been the world's largest opal 
supplier for over a century and so dominates the market 
and industry. New sources are held in suspicion and 
poorly regarded. It seems odd that over 100 years ago 
diamond merchants held back the market for Oz opals 
with rumors of stone's bad luck. Beautiful BC opals may 
not be produced from large mining operations but exhibit 
world class brilliance and a unique sparkling radiance 
found only in BC. Feel proud to own a piece and even 
prouder to find your own! 
 

5. Exploration Techniques and Tools 
 
Definition : Exploration= slow process of elimination. 
 Visible precious opal is not often found right on the 
surface due to its weak and brittle nature. Spotting frag-
ments or grains that have fire tells you where to sit down, 
look closely and dig in a little. Don't be afraid to get down 
on your knees and crawl around, as closeness and differ-
ent viewing angles are necessary to be successful. Sa-
vour the moment and enjoy the feelings of finding opal the 
way it was exposed by nature. You may have found what 
many prospectors and geologists around the world have-
n't recognized as they have never acquired Opal Eyes. 
  A few valuable techniques and some everyday items 
may help people prospecting for opals. You may think 
that all significant opal deposits exposed at the surface in 
B.C. have already been discovered, but the truth is far 
from it. With new roadbuilding, trees falling over, glaciers 
receding, and  overburden being moved by man or nature 
everywhere, new outcrops and exposures are happening 
all the time. As finding precious opal is like spotting wild 
elephants (both rare and significant occurances), close 
examination  of all outcrops where indicators are found is 
warranted. 
 Elephants are usually found in the proximity of other 
elephants, so the first ground to examine is nearby known 
showings. Planning fieldwork well ahead of time will result 
in you arriving in an area with a substantial amount of im-
portant information that can mean the difference between 
success and failure.  
 An initial investigation into a promising area should 
start with thorough research that incorporates past and 
present knowledge. This is as good a guarantee as you 
will have for prospecting success. Armchair prospect with 
books, reports and maps available at libraries, the Annual 
Reports of the Minister of Mines, the BC and Yukon 
Chamber of Mines and the Geological Survey of Canada.  
Research the area beforehand by: visiting the Regional 
Geologist, use the Minfile database, obtain geological and 
large scale topographical mapsheets, review assessment 
reports from mineral properties,  obtain air photos and 
search journals and publications from many different 
sources.T hey all possess a wealth of relevent informa-

polish but boulder type opal generally ends up as speci-
men material as freezing/thawing and physical extraction 
all take their toll. The opal generally presents the weakest 
plane on which to fracture.  Hydrophane opal is also com-
mon and will turn white and lose its brilliant play of colour 
as it dries. When placed in water it regains its bright col-
ours. 
 Permanent snowpack covers much of the terrain.  The 
top is relatively flat with steep sides and  recognizable 
horizons of red, grey and black volcanic units that appear 
to be continuous and can be followed around the flank. 
With a flat glaciated top and various coloured layers, the 
best description is that it resembles a Black Forest choco-
late cake. 
 As access is by helicopter only, production is mainly 
by hand tools and portable gas-powered saws and drills.  
A wheelbarrow and an alpine rickshaw outfitted with 
mountain bike wheels are used for moving loads. These 
have proven very efficient. A remarkable mini-excavator 
assists with trenching.  Moving this lightweight machine 
across snow, mud and rock is accomplished by using the 
boom and bucket and its speed and agility are amazing.  
 Whitesail Opal precious opal matrix material has been 
fashioned into beautiful gemstones, carvings and 
spheres.  The author of this guidebook has participated in 
much of the exploration and development of this property 
and feels fortunate to be able to share his knowledge with 
the rockhounds and prospectors of BC. 
 
Firestorm Opal 
 While rockhounding on  logging roads nears Burns 
Lake in northwest BC, Dennis Schaeffer and his wife Lois 
sat down to have a bite to eat and discuss interesting 
finds. While asking about the play of colour that precious 
opal exhibits and sitting on some roadside boulders, Lois  
reached down and asked " Do you mean like this?" In her 
hand was a piece of precious opal from the boulder she 
was sitting on. Further examination proved many loose 
roadside boulders contained precious opal and the road 
had been cut right through it. 
 After staking the ground and securing permission the 
Schaeffers proceeded slowly at trenching and examining 
the property. Initial assessment work revealed vesicular 
basalt present uphill and scattered bouders all through 
the roadside. Overburden and tree cover made exposure 
difficult but some beautiful opal finds were made. 
 In their kitchen one afternoon I examined many grape-
sized clear orange nodules of precious opal with nice red 
and green fire. Some of these were opal nodules with a 
transparent or clear coating and an opaque center like an 
egg ,  called huevos in Mexico.  Other opal material in 
buckets exhibited the typical banding of common opal in 
many base colours. Since the discovery, the property has 
been trenched  and has produced many fine specimens.  
It has also been made available to rockhounds for limited 
fee digging. 
 Firestorm opals have appeared in the annual BC Rock 
and Gem Show and so far have presented the largest 
solid pieces of precious opal found in BC. As reported by 
Lois, stability of the opal does not seem a problem  and 
further development work is proceeding. The story of this 
discovery at the side of a logging road is encouraging 
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tion. Stretching your prospecting dollars in this cost effec-
tive manner means more targets can be assessed. 
Good planning is vital to success. Even after assessing all 
the important resources available regarding a target area, 
it is wise to remain flexible. Firsthand information from 
locals and rockshops about nearby areas, difficult access, 
or conditions can always cause plans to change. If you 
have done a good job of planning, you will have noted 
alternate target areas. If you stay flexible, you will have 
time to visit and examine them. 
 As a source of current information, a visit to the local 
rock shop can prove rewarding. Most owners are very 
knowledgeable and helpful regarding local sites. Purchas-
ing a few pieces of local material will allow you to see the 
colour and texture of the choice material found locally, 
and put a smile on both faces. Take some time to do 
some "silver picking" (as purchasing rather than finding 
material is called). Visiting a local rock show will allow you 
to see local material firsthand. The collector/lapidarist is 
often in attendance, and is happy to discuss sources and 
techniques with you, providing you are sociable. 
 In the field, if the terrain or exposure suggests a trend 
to follow, head in that direction, and keep your nose to the 
ground. Watch out for anything unusual or that appears 
different. It is almost by definition that unusual and rare is 
valuable. It is important to distinguish  mineralization, 
traces, surface showings and contact planes. Be aware 
that surface weathering  results in oxidation, discoloration 
and alteration of the minerals present. Even tougher-than-
steel jade forms a rind that often hides the beauty within 
the boulder.  
 Picking up nice, but fractured, precious opal float 
pieces is as easy as it will ever get. The first person who 
covers the most ground will naturally see the most float. 
Having the thrill of discovery, as well as first pick of the 
easy material, is payback for the hard effort of prospect-
ing. Enjoy the leisure of picking surface or near-surface 
material as further recovery means moving and lifting pro-
gressiveley greater volumes of material. Once digging 
starts, the sweat will roll, and your back will ache!  
When prospecting or collecting near well known areas, or 
near road access, remember that most surface material 
that looked good has already been carried away. A little 
hard labour and digging will usually provide material from 
the site. Ranging further from the trail or road is a good 
method to find new locations or showings. It is always 
wise to inspect old diggings, excavations and road cuts of 
any sort, as they help fill in the geological picture, with 
little effort. Be nosy, range wider, dig deeper and work 
harder. 
 It pays to examine abandoned mineral deposits in or-
der to gain important local information regarding deposits 
that are worked out, that may have been too small or low 
grade or too spotty to work further. This valuble knowl-
edge improves the prospectors ability to judge a discov-
ery.  Pay close attention to the most favorable rocks and 
adjacent structures or formations. 
 Recognition of host rock types can frequently be made 
at a distance due to different types of weathering and sur-
face coloration. Consistancey in appearance is the norm 
for most rock types. Lahars often weather to forms like 
large pillow shapes, while rhyolite will weather into many 

plate-like shards. Basalt often appears dark, but can be 
brown, red or green, according to the minerals present. 
Learn to recognize promising host material from a dis-
tance, then follow up.  Always keep in mind that success-
ful opal prospecting requires close-up inspection and 
sampling. 
 Mineral exploration has been revolutionized in the last 
35 years by the development of airborne geophysical sur-
veys and regional geochemical surveys that collect and 
analyse silt and sediment samples. Sadly, neither of 
these great advances in technology will indicate opal but 
do give an idea of the big, regional picture. 
 Float material that is hard and smooth probably trav-
elled a long distance, either by water or ice. Softer, angu-
lar and irregular float likely originated nearby. Talus float 
can save a long hard climb up steep slopes, so examine it 
carefully.  
 Following float trails uphill is a well recognized pros-
pecting technique. The fact that opal does not travel well, 
can help with your chances of success. If the float trail 
stops, it is time to dig down where the last piece was 
found. Digging in the dirt below open, broken up cavities 
may yield the missing pieces. Float can also be widely 
scattered offering little chance of being traced. It may be 
strung out in a fairly straight line to form a "boulder train" 
that can be traced or may occur as a fan shape with the 
place of origin at its apex. Topography (the shape of the 
land) is usually a reliable guide to the position of the out-
crop, and its distance from the float.  
 In areas of steep slopes and cliffs, float travels further. 
Where permanent snowfields are abundant, searching 
receding edges for outcrops or float may be productive. 
Permanent snow makes for easy travelling, providing 
common sense prevails and good footwear is worn.  
Placer precious opal has been found in several areas of 
the world, but opal's lightness and brittleness mean it 
breaks up very quickly.  Hydraulicking rotten rock for 
gemstones may be an option in the right location.  Water-
worn nodules of opal are not common and indicate you 
are close to the sourcerock. 
 Check outcrops along creek beds, ridge tops, shore-
lines, talus slopes and road cuts, anywhere the country 
rock may be exposed. Blown over trees often have rock 
tangled in their roots, that is within easy reach compared 
to digging a hole. Follow contacts between different types 
of rocks. Cross the general strike of the rock formations 
until  mineralization is evident, then follow that formation 
on strike in both directions. Follow faults in both directions 
too. Examine fault intersections closely, and be aware 
that faults and veins frequently appear as families or par-
allel swarms. Closely examine country rock alongside 
veins and dykes for alteration zones and mineralization. 
Strong, wide veins, along the direction of trend, are apt to 
continue to depth. Tiny stringers often disappear, leaving 
you scratching your head. Knowing where to look is as 
important as recognizing what it is that you see. 
 Visual clues are likely the only indicator of a deposit, 
as opal does not transport well.  A pair of lightweight bin-
oculars can help determine if that white patch on a steep, 
hard-to-reach outcrop is bird droppings or a tuft of moun-
tain goat hair. White or light coloured patches in opal 
country are good indicators of weathered common or pre-
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cious opal and should be followed up.  "Painted ladies" 
are evidence of  opal filled fractures that have split apart, 
with a coating of opal on both sides. Broken rock frag-
ments showing this indicator means an opal-filled vein or 
fractured area is nearby upslope. 
 Fallen tree roots do a marvelous job of exposing the 
rock fragments in which they grew. The cracks and frac-
tures in which vegetation roots are often the same spaces 
that minerals form in. Close examination of both the hole 
and the fragments in the roots themselves can be produc-
tive. Burrowing animals of all sizes (from ground squirrels 
to bears rooting out marmots) have brought many pieces 
of rocks and minerals to the surface for easy examination. 
Pay attention to all the exposures around you, not just the 
outcrops and ravines. 
 Reading exposures from a distance allows the pros-
pector to look for faulting, folding, dip of the beds, distinc-
tive stratum and contacts. Up close the ability to view 
these important structural features is greatly reduced, as 
in not seeing the forest for the trees. Stand back for the 
big picture and then target the interesting and anomalous 
parts. By systematically examining exposures it is unlikely 
that any significant features are missed. 
 Efficient prospecting means examining the exposed 
rock, and then moving on after it has been inspected thor-
oughly. Barren flows can be quickly determined and by-
passed for more productive amygdaloidal and fractured 
ones. The decision to spend considerable time exposing 
an occurance or to continue prospecting for a better 
showing has no definite rules. Mineral occurances are 
fairly common but those large and rich enough to mine 
are comparitively rare. In a favorable region many small 
occurances may be encountered fairly frequently. These 
need to be investigated sufficiently to be satisfied that it 
probably does not lead to something larger. As you can-
not be 100% certain note the location and look for more 
promising showings. This decision relies on experience 
and familiarity with the region and how difficult it would be 
to return another day. Performing minimal initial exposing, 
noting details and mapping the position allow you to con-
tinue prospecting until the most promising showing is se-
lected for closer attention and effort. 
 
Tips and Tools 
 One common item that will help your prospecting ef-
forts is a roll of brightly coloured surveyors' tape. If com-
mon opal or other indicators are present, mark the expo-
sure. Wrap surveyors tape around specimens that are 
present, then set them on a prominent rock. Using differ-
ent colour tape (for example, pink for precious and orange 
for common), will provide a dramatic picture of the show-
ing, that will make it easier to locate and show trends that 
may only be visible from a distance. A picture is worth a 
thousand words, and bright pink tape forming a line 
across a slope shows you where trenching may be most 
productive.  
 This method of flagging allows others to examine the 
showing easily. Wrapping specimens in tape and leaving 
them in place (or close by) means it will be easier to sam-
ple, visualize and assess the showing. This technique 
works well, costs only pennies, and will allow you to fill  
your pack with only a few choice specimens. You won't 

be  
afraid to leave all the seconds behind in a pile, that can 
be easily found again. Surveyors' tape breaks down with 
exposure to sunlight and is biodegradeable, so do not 
think that you are leaving permanent plastic litter all over 
a pristine environment.  
 Setting your pack down as you scramble around ra-
vines and outcrops will mean having to find it again from a 
different reference point. Tie a piece of bright tape to the 
top of your backpack to help you locate it, as dark colours 
blend into rocks very well. Look at how many people lose 
their cars in mall parking lots and consider how a bright 
ribbon on their cars antenna would make them easier to 
spot. 
 As close examination is needed to spot the precious 
opal's play of colour, a strap-on pair of kneepads can 
mean the difference between painful knees and an enjoy-
able outing exploring the sharp volcanics. The lightweight, 
hard-shelled kneepads used by inline skaters will protect 
your knee caps and their bright colours make them hard 
to lose. When following a float trail or getting right up to 
an outcrop, being on your knees will make a big differ-
ence in terms of how much precious opal you see.   
Spray paint your hand tools with a bright coloured 
enamel.  Many prospectors have put their chisels and 
hammers down, and walked a few feet away only to real-
ize they are very hard to spot again. Bright colours also 
help in determining  tool ownership, if prospecting in a 
group.  
 A hammer should be used for 2 main reasons; to ex-
pose a fresh unweathered rock surface for closer exami-
nation and in conjunction with a chisel to extract a sample 
or specimen. Paradoxically, although the rock hammer is 
an essential tool for prospectors, its use should be  
avoided whenever possible. The surface of an outcrop 
may be differentially weathered revealing possible internal 
structures and "hammer" erosion may destroy the infor-
mation an outcrop may show. I use the term "scalping" to 
describe the indiscriminate chipping and breaking of all 
surface samples from outcrops or boulders. All that is left 
for any further investigation are fresh hammer marks and 
perhaps a few shards of what the boulder may still con-
tain on the many sides that have not been examined. Far 
better to flag the outcrop or if the need to break rock is too 
strong, use the chisel wisely then flag and leave the piece 
on top as a marker.   
 A small sledge hammer with a medium length handle 
and some chisels and points make better work of boul-
ders and outcrops than any rockpick. The latter does not 
have the weight or impact to do much more than shatter 
nice specimens. An old screwdriver works well in weath-
ered material, but don't use it as a chisel. Good leather 
work gloves will save skin and fingers, and protect like no 
cotton glove can. Sturdy, common-sense tools will last 
many years, and cost no more than flashy chrome ones 
that only get used once. Try used tool shops or garage 
sales for tools that have passed the test of time. Choose 
them wisely and you will be glad to have their weight in 
your pack for years. 
 Prior to fieldwork, laminate copies of relevant map-
sheets and carry them in your pack. The larger scale to-
pographical maps are valuable aids when used in con-
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junction with a waterproof note book and stick-on dots.  benefit of storing exact location information (until batteries 
run down). They are a valuable new tool in the search for 
minerals and for all outdoor enthusiasts. 
 Keeping your hands free to scramble around outcrops, 
means having tools well stowed in a backpack with side 
pouches, or a belt hanger(for your hammer). Another use-
ful technique is to carry a boda bag or fanny pack with the 
compartment side in front. Boda bags are used by skiers 
and cyclists to  carry small items.  By turning it around 
you have an instantly accessible, padded, zippered stor-
age pouch that can contain flagging, camera, samples or 
other items.  When you are on a float trail of bright flashy 
precious opal pieces, don't make the mistake of placing 
them in your shirt pocket as each time you lean over, 
some will surely fall out.  
 When looking for transparent material such as agate, it 
helps to search the ground by walking into the sun. Any-
one who has walked a creekbed looking for agates knows 
how well they glow with light coming from behind them. 
Looking for precious opal requires various orientations, 
particularly on weathered surfaces. Often only slight dif-
ferences in viewing angle can cause the play of colour to 
appear. As always, being on your knees is most effective. 
A squirt bottle filled from a nearby water source helps 
spot transparent material and, depending on the type of 
opal, it may flash better or worse. The secret of success 
is curiosity, close observation and steady work. If the rock 
type is promising, and indicators are encouraging, it is 
better to prospect that area thoroughly rather than travel-
ling forever looking for better ground. "Stick and stay, and 
make her pay" is an old oilfield saying that applies equally 
well to opal prospecting. 
 Keeping you hands free gives you the climber's edge, 
allowing you to keep three limbs in safe positions while 
the fourth finds a new toe or handhold. Safely examining 
steep slopes means thinking ahead and knowing your 
limits.  Ensure that you do not pause or work underneath 
a partner, where loose rock is located. Dislodged boul-
ders have a way of tainting a pleasant traverse. Even 
small pebbles falling a long distance make a terrifying 
sound, and can hurt as well.  
 Walking sticks and hiking poles are fine for gentle ter-
rain but follow the mountain goats advice for the steeps. 
As they peer down at you from above they are smug in 
their knowledge that four legs are good while two legs are 
bad. Try to keep your hands available for safety and com-
fort. 
 All prospectors heading into the field should bring the 
necessary survival, First Aid and comfort items. Plan for 
harsh weather, dress in layers, and check the weather 
forecast if possible. Persistent or violent shivering is a 
clear warning that someone is on the verge of hypother-
mia.  Hypothermia can occur any month of the year in BC, 
to anyone exposed to rain, wind and cold without ade-
quate clothing. Watch for the warning signs including un-
controllable shivering, speech and thought difficulty and 
skin that has turned blue and puffy. Take action immedi-
ately as hypothermia can be fatal. Run and jump around 
and move limbs to generate heat. Stop and set a fire, out 
of the wind or rain. Drink any hot liquid and get warmth 
and shelter as soon as possible. 
 

When examining and sampling outcrops, it is important to 
write a field description of what material and indicators 
are in place. It is then a simple technique to take stick-on 
dots (from where you stuck them on the inside of the front 
cover of the notebook, colour coded if needed), number 
them as per the notebook entry, then place one on the 
map where the outcrop is located, and the other in the 
notebook to confirm the site number and another on the 
sample bag. Voila, it gives a visual picture on the map-
sheet, and numbered, coloured dots are easy to spot on a 
page of notes. The reason for the laminated maps and 
waterproof notebook is the frequent liquid sunshine that 
shines on BC.  
 Planning fieldwork ahead of time gives a structure to 
the day's traverses that can be modified to suit the terrain 
and showings. Use solid and dotted lines in your field 
notebook to mark and sketch outcrops and units. Hard 
lines denote what you are certain of and dotted where 
findings are inferred.  Note ground between exposures for 
significant changes in the form or appearance that may 
indicate the nature of the country rock below. At the end 
of the day update the notes and map sheet to reflect the 
days observations. 
 The purpose of plotting traverses is to cover the maxi-
mum area efficiently, reducing time, energy and costs. 
Keeping a field notebook with all observations is vital to 
every prospector. General descriptions of outcrops should 
include measurements, description of the rocks and min-
erals present, main fractures or contacts, samples taken 
and sample numbers. With fine grained igneous rocks, 
look for the presence or absence of quartz (acidic if pre-
sent or basic if absent) to do a quick field determination.  
It is not  important to accurately identify in the field but 
necessary in your notebook to sketch and note the rela-
tionship as in "granite A cutting through granite B". 
 Always place samples in cloth or plastic bags with the 
sample number written in marker pen on the bag, and on 
a slip inside. Record the number in the fieldbook and at 
day's end plot the sample numbers on the map. It sounds 
simple and easy, but a lot of promising occurances have 
been lost and forgotten when the sample bags are 
unloaded at home at the end of the trip, and a promising 
piece was noted in new light!  
 Know how to read contours and use large scale maps
( 1:50,000 or 1:20,000 if available) that show small de-
tails. Have a valid prospector's licence and bring a staking 
guidebook if you are not thoroughly familiar with the pro-
cedure of staking claims.  Rules do change, so have a 
copy of the up-to-date regulations and mineral titles map-
sheets.  
 A recent innovation that has proven very useful to 
prospectors and others off the beaten path are small 
handheld GPS units. The Global Positioning System is a 
network of US military satellites that can give accurate 
positioning data by receiving and transmitting information 
to your handheld unit. This means you can fix your loca-
tion and elevation at any time, or use that information to 
return to that position, or find the direction to another loca-
tion (a road or camp for example). The cost of these units 
is very reasonable. They are small, lightweight, weather 
proof and easy to use. They do not replace good topog-
raphical maps and a compass, but they have the added  
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Basic Backcountry Gear  
 BC is not quite Oz in that every snake, spider or lizard 
may be deadly but be aware that the terrain and weather 
can be every bit as hash and unforgiving. Come prepared 
with the right gear and a proper attitude and you will have 
the best time of your life. According to each specific trip 
select appropriate essentials such as: 
- map, compass, flashlight, notebook 
- energy bars, granola, raisins  etc. 
- emergency clothing eg warm jacket 
- 1st aid kit, waterproof matches, candle 
- pocket knife 
- sunglasses 
Other items to include are: 
- small plastic containers for small specimens (film or 
snuff cans work well). 
- toilet tissue to wrap the best samples in, or other uses. 
- full water bottle, preferably half frozen.  
- carry lip balm,  convenient moisturizer in a tube, use it 
on any rough or chapped skin. 
- gloves/hat/dishcloth/kneepads. 
- portable pounding gear (sledges work best). 
- safety goggles (if needed). 
- sturdy clothing (heavy jeans work for me). 
- fingertip and knuckle bandages. 
- duct tape will help prevent/relieve heel blisters/can re-
pair torn gear 
- a piece of onion for bug bites. 
- a positive attitude and a friendly smile. 
 
Backcountry Repair Kit - for use when prospecting, 
camping, cycling , ski touring etc 
- duct tape wrapped around water bottle/ hammer handle  
- plastic zap straps  
- leatherman or equivalent pocket multi purpose tool 
- bailing wire to tie and repair straps/belts/gear 
- sailcloth/canvas needle and heavy thread /dental floss 
 
Choosing Partners 
 Team up with a fellow prospector or other interested 
party for safe and more efficient ground searching. Two 
prospectors covering ground together are much more effi-
cient and productive than two going alone. Costs are re-
duced and safety substantially increased.  One vehicle 
will haul two people as easily as one, and working as a 
team makes things easier. With complementary knowl-
edge and experience, things will be done right the first 
time around. If overnight exploratory trips are planned, the 
sharing of backpack loads will quickly show the value of 
this approach.  
 When choosing a prospecting partner, look for some-
one of similar age and stamina. Someone with a deep 
interest, who is reliable and practical, will be a depend-
able partner in prospecting.  Having a prospecting partner 
turn coyote in the bush is not much fun. The right attitude 
and good humor helps, as does proper conditioning.  At 
the very least, you will not have to eat your own cooking 
every night! 
 
Prospecting Access 
 Recreational prospecting and hand panning are al-
lowed at this time on most Crown land in BC except: on  

valid mineral claims, mine sites, land in parks or specified 
recreational areas, on Indian Reserves, land occupied by 
a building or around dwellings or on farms, orchards or 
land under cultivation.  Don't trespass when posted and 
fenced, stay off crops, close gates as required, and if you 
are on private land, obtain permission to enter from the 
land owner. The cutting of trees or construction of build-
ings is only allowed after permission in writing is granted 
by any private landowner as well as the District Inspector 
or the Ministry of Forests. Remember to tread lightly. 
Be considerate and truthful, and gates will open for 
you. 

Wine Glass Dust Cover 
by John Ratcliffe 

 
 Looking for an inexpensive way to protect 
your prized crystal & mineral miniatures? 
 
 You will need (1) miss matched old wine 
glass, (not the wife’s new wine glasses) 
You can find a wide variety of odd wine 
glasses at nearly new shops or garage sales.  
Just make sure the goblet part of the wine 
glass will fit over your specimen. 

 
Procedure: 
 Wrap the goblet part of the wine glass in masking tape 
(just in case of breakage while cutting) 
 Using your trim saw with as fine a blade you have, cut 
through wine glass stem as close to the bottom of the 
goblet part of the wine glass as possible. (See Photo #1) 
 Highly polish the cut marks from the goblet part of the 
wine glass & then look down through the polished section.  
There you have an approximate 10x loop to really show 
off that prized miniature or mineral specimen & no more 
dusting! (See Photo #2)  
 
But lets not forget the wife  
 Once you polish the cut end of the wine glass stem & 
stand it upright this makes for a very nice ring holder. 
(See Photo #3) 
 If you really want to impress her pick a color from were 
she might be placing her new ring holder either the bath-
room or kitchen, then spray paint a complementary color 
on the base of the wine glass, let dry then cover it with 
duck tape. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Results: 
Happy wife. 
Happy rockhound  
 

Photo #1 
Photo #2 Photo #3 
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 Just as sure as the swallows return to the San Juan 
Capistrano Mission each March 19

th
, so too at the begin-

ning of February do rockhounds return to Tucson, year 
after year. Well, all those who survived Quartzite, of 
course. 
 So, what did the world’s greatest rock- and gemfest 
offer the wide-eyed observer this year? As always, there 
was plenty of the old & familiar, but one or two new things 
to peak your interest too. In the high stakes world of cut 
stones, this writer was advised, blue sapphire is still the 
top selling coloured gem in the world, a position it’s held 
for the past decade. Ruby, emerald, tanzanite and ame-
thyst follow, pretty much in the same order as they have 
been for a while. But at the bottom end of the “Top 10”, 
peridot has made a strong surge, moving into 9

th
 place, 

due, in part, to the exceptionally clear (and large) pieces 
coming out of Pakistan now. While peridot has tradition-
ally been found in Arizona (on the Apache Reserve) to the 
size of peanuts, this observer has seen specimens of the 
new material coming out of the NW corner of Pakistan as 
large as plums, and clear right through. 
 Talking of sapphire, have you ever wondered why 
some gems are “official birthstones”, and others aren’t?  
And what about new discoveries? How do they get a look 
in, after the list is complete? Is there some guiding author-
ity that decides which stones are favoured, and which 
aren’t? 
 Well, the truth is a little more mundane. The original 
birthstone idea was the creation of the National Associa-
tion of Jewelers, back in 1912. At that time, sapphire was 
“moved” from April to September, and peridot and tour-
maline first gained admission. More recently, the extraor-
dinary success of tanzanite over the past decade has 
caused it to be included in “The Big Four” (along with 
ruby, sapphire and emerald), and it was felt it needed to 
have “birthstone status”, to boost sales still further. Guess 
what? Tanzanite has just been declared December’s offi-
cial stone, pushing aside turquoise and/or blue zircon. 
Well, at least the colour remains the same … blue. 
 But the timing couldn’t have been worse. We are all 
aware of “blood diamonds”, and how their sales from war-
ring areas in Africa have financed rebel treasuries. Well, 
in mid-2002 came a new twist. The Wall Street Journal 
ran a story claiming tanzanite was being used to finance 
the terrorist activities of Osama bin Laden and al-Qaeda. 
A spate of copy-cat articles followed, running under such 
questionable banners as “Bin Laden’s Murky Ties to Tan-
zanite”. Leading US jewellery stores, such as Tiffany & 
Co. and Zales, removed tanzanite from their shelves, and 
sales of the gemstone naturally plummeted. 
 Now, finally, come rebuttals from the trade press, ar-
guing that the original claims, and the subsequent arti-
cles, were ill-conceived, erroneous or worse. Lawyers 
(this is the US, remember) are now circling the wagons, 
and it looks like a major counter-offensive is starting, to 
refute the claims against the stone. 
 Back to sapphire for a moment: there are reports out 
of Sri Lanka (still the world’s leading sapphire producer)  

that the government, having finally made peace with the 
Tamil Tiger Movement in the north of the island, has  
turned to more pressing economic matters. It has con-
cluded a deal with local plantations in the central high-
lands to open more areas for sapphire 
mining. 
 Land surrendered to a central management authority 
will be auctioned off to miners, with 60% of the proceeds 
going to the authority, and 40% to the plantations. Then, 
when stones are found, 50% of the sale will go back to 
the plantation owner too. In this way, there’s a strong in-
centive for landowners to open up previously unexplored 
areas. Plus the government has the mandate to clean up 
after an area has been worked. So, it’s likely that within a 
few years a new surge of sapphires will come onto the 
market. 
 Ran into Hannes Kleynhans, who owns the pietersite 
mine in Namibia. If you like tigereye (and who doesn’t?), 
then you’ll love pietersite. It’s a metamorphed form of 
tigereye, where the original rock fibres have been twisted 
in small clusters. The chatoyant colours are more interest-
ing too. While tigereye colours are affected by heat during 
their formation, changing into yellow (most common), red, 
green or blue, in pietersite all four colours are found, 
hodge-podge, together, making for wonderfully interest-
ing, chatoyant cabochons. 
 Hannes has been coming to Tucson for years. These 
days, most of their mine operations at Otjua, and their 
Krystal Museum in Swakopmund, are run by his two sons, 
so Hannes has a bit more time to himself. The Museum, 
incidentally, houses what he thinks is the world’s largest 
crystal cluster, coming in at just over 14 tonnes. 
 Mining in Namibia, a huge country with almost no 
population, means that everyone knows everyone, and 
Hannes recounted an interesting story about George 
Swanson (BC Rockhound March 2002), who owns the 
world’s only blue lace agate mine (also in Namibia). Turns 
out, back in the 1950s, the property was owned by a pros-
pector in Windhoek, about a thousand miles away, and 
the prospector was getting tired of having to drive all that 
way, to sort out problems, make payroll, and generally run 
the show from a distance. So, when George Swanson 
staked a property nearby and ran it successfully from the 
much closer town of Springbok, our prospector made 
George a proposition: “Deliver 50 tons of agate to me 
here in Windhoek, and you can have the mine.” Which 
George did, and the rest is history. Today, any piece of 
blue lace agate you see, comes from George’s Ysterputs 
property in southern Namibia! 
 Back to the show in Tucson: what was new this year? 
Everywhere this writer went, he noticed two trends. First, 
large, clunky jewellery is back in style, so strings of enor-
mous baroque-shaped beads are ubiquitous. Who wears 
this stuff? And second, carnelian is definitely the flavour 
of the year. That soft brown-orange agate could be seen 
in everything, from cabs to beads to carvings and even 
men’s watches. You read it here first. 
 Two years ago, the “new thing” was ocean jasper, and 
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this writer closed his report in the March 2002 edition of 
the BC Rockhounder with an interview of the discoverer 
of this spectacular stone (which makes every other jasper 
look tired by comparison). French-born Paul Obenich 
staked the property a number of years ago, but, such is 
the state of lawlessness in Madagascar, almost 300 ton-
nes of the material is on the world market, with not a 
penny in royalties to M. Obenich himself!  

 Bumped into Paul Obenich 
again, and over a glass of beau-
jelais we set the world to rights, 
and he brought me up to speed 
on how his property has evolved 
over the past year. First, the two 
governments, who both claimed 
to be running Madagascar, have 
finally settled their differences, 
allowing Paul (who lives in one 
zone), to visit his mine (which is 
in the other). 
The reef of ocean jasper, which 
gave the deposit its name, runs 
out from a steeply sloping 
shoreline into the sea. Origi-
nally, only the reef was ex-
posed, and only then at low tide. 

Now, exploratory drilling has shown that the reef contin-
ues in under the shore cliffs, and enough has been re-
moved for the start of an adit. This has been framed in, 
and can now be locked. Progress indeed. Paul recounted 
that all his low grade material used to be dumped on the 
beach (where it was scavenged and sold to dealers, 
flooding the market with inferior material). Now it’s bull-
dozed into the sea. Further, M. Obenich tells me he is 
seeking compensation from at least one well-known 
dealer for material “lost”. 
 Saw several other new stones that have emerged as 
popular cab and bead material. One is called “moss opal”, 
and looks like a creamy version of the popular moss 
agate. Another is a very sharply banded material in 
whites, browns and grays, called “Tibetan Agate”, al-
though no one could say whether it really did come from 
that country. And finally, “porcelain agate”, a patterned 
mauve material that makes spectacular cabs, has arrived 
from Mexico. 
 When you think of Tucson, most people are reminded 
of Indian silver jewellery, set with turquoise. The two are 
synonymous with the area. Yet, the first (and some say 
best) turquoise came from ancient Persia, from where its 
fame spread to Babylon, Egypt, and later Europe through 
the Greek and Roman Empires. 
 Now comes news that an ancient turquoise mine, lost 
for centuries, has been rediscovered in what is today Ar-
menia (was NW Persia). Part of the same geology as the 
Persian (Iranian) deposits, work began last summer to 
develop the property. While only small amounts have so 
far reached the West, there’s a good possibility the mate-
rial deeper down will be of high quality, and a new cutting 
and finishing industry can be developed in this economi-
cally deprived area. 
 Australia, on the other hand, is a very rich country, 
minerally as well as otherwise, and each year dealers 

from Down Under deliver a wonder of beautiful materials 
to the show. This was no exception. I had a chance to 
spend time with Glenn Archer, who hails from Western 
Oz, and also glorious tiger iron, speckled marbles, rasp-
berry-flavoured rhodonite, and some wonderful agates. 
However, something new were the cut and polished slabs 
of stromatolites, from no less than three different locali-
ties. 
 Stromatolites were single-celled creatures that re-
mained relatively unchanged since the dawn of time. Aus-
tralia boasts fossil material going back a staggering 3.6 
billion years – the oldest known fossils - from a time just 
after the world began to stabilize, and simple life clawed 
its way out of the primordial soup, on its long journey to 
what we are today. Seeing those rocks, with the faint 
growth lines from such ancient times, was as close to 
time travel as we can hope to come. 
 Moving away from stones, Tucson is always a great 
place to see what’s new in the world of fossils. Awesome 
finds in South America caught this person’s eye: clusters 
of dinosaur eggs from Argentina are now on the market, 
and at prices that won’t scare the serious collector. And 
from Peru, beautifully detailed ammonites (poliseras) from 
the Cretaceous Era are coming out of the central area 
around Yanashua. 

 And still on the 
subject of fossils, Sa-
hara Sea Collection, 
which occupies part 
of a permanent build-
ing at the Mineral & 
Fossil Co-op, this 
year brought in some 
gigantic fossil sheets, 
worthy of a museum. 

Walls of trilobites, or 
crinoids, or Silurian 
fish, often more than 2 

metres across, were a big draw with buyers and lookers 
alike. Who needs the Smithsonian Institute, when busi-
nesses like this let you in for free? 
 And finally, if there’s one thing Tucson is best known 
for, it’s good old gem spectacle. Every year, the organiz-
ers try for something so different, so priceless, so “wow!” 
that people will come, if just to see that one item. This 
year was no different. For the first time in many years, a 
pink Ceylon sapphire, weighing over 10 carats (cut), from 
the vaults of Taylor Gem, was on display at their booth at 
the Tucson Convention Center. It was a sight to be seen, 
and worth the price of admission any day of the week. 

 
 
 

  

Ocean jasper finder Paul 
Obenich has had a busy 
year developing his Mada-
gascar claim 

Silurian trilobites crowd a busy sea-
bed, part of a spectacular series of 
fossil displays at the Sahara Sea 

Polished fossil trees 
stand like a forest in 
the road, waiting to 
be bought. 
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  lic will have to be content with the cast replica on display. 
 A few other mosasaur pieces have been found else-
where in the area, another tail along the same river, and 
some other fossils on Hornby Island. But nothing as com-
plete as this fossil. 
 While common elsewhere in the world, the mosasaur 
has been found in only one other spot on the West Coast 
of California.  
 That's the same as for the elasmosaur, discovered by 
Pat's twin brother Mike along the Trent River in 1998. But 
the fossils found in California aren't as old at the Comox 
Valley mosasaur. 
 "Ours is the great-grandaddy of the West Coast," 
Trask said. 
 

 
 
Patching Soft Stones:  
 
 Some soft stones such as malachite, azurite, etc. can 
be patched to fill small pits and cracks.  
 Take a scrap of material to be patched, crush it and 
mix with epoxy. Clean the stone thoroughly with alcohol, 
warm and coat the pits with epoxy. Then fill the pit with 
the mixture of epoxy and powdered stone. Work it well 
with a toothpick or pin, leaving it a little above the surface 
of the stone. Let it cure completely, sand well and polish, 
using care not to get the stone hot 
Excerpted from The Rollin' Rock March 2001 - via several 
others  

Reptile Named for 
the Puntledge 
River 
   
Artist's depiction of a 
dinosaur christened the 
Kourisodon puntledgen-
sis, at Courtenay and 
District Museum.   
   
 The 4 1/2-metre-long marine reptile, discovered 12 
years ago, has been named Kourisodon Puntledgensis, a 
salute to its rare physical features and to the spot where it 
was found. 
 The announcement was made at the Courtenay and 
District Museum Saturday, where a cast replica of the 
creature is on display. Assistant curator Pat Trask ex-
plained the name, saying kouris is the Greek word for ra-
zor and odon means teeth. That's the genus, meaning a 
class of species with similar characteristics.  
 The species name is derived from the place where it 
was discovered, its tail sticking out from the banks of the 
Puntledge River. 
 The fossil was first sighted on a field trip in 1991 and 
painstakingly removed from the shale cliffs by the river in 
1998. It was taken to the Royal Tyrell Museum in Drum-
heller, Alta., where scientists worked to determine what it 
was.  
 They soon realized it was like nothing they had ever 
seen. Scientists knew it was a mosasaur, an extinct car-
nivorous aquatic lizard, but there were several other 
things about this fossil that made it unique. 
 The teeth are very flat and sharp, unlike other mosa-
saurs. "(It's) like a shark. This guy's more for tearing 
flesh," said Trask. 
 Also, the creature's back is inflexible, unlike other ma-
rine animals. Only the tail can bend, and powers its swim-
ming, using flippers to steer. The rigid back meant a 
faster, more streamlined swim. 
 So the name incorporates its most significant identifier, 
the teeth. 
 After the Alberta scientists made their choice for a 
name, their findings were given to a few other scientists 
who specialize in the field, to see whether they agreed 
with the suggestion. They did, Trask said. 
 This mosasaur dates back to a time when much of 
Vancouver Island was submerged, a time when Pacific 
Ocean waters were much more temperate and ancient 
rivers flowed across Western Canada. Likely related to 
the komodo dragon or monitor lizard, this creature 
roamed the waters during the time of the dinosaurs, Trask 
said. 
 "This guy would probably love eating fish, octopus, 
squid, diving marine birds and anything else that plun-
dered into the water," he said.  
 But it likely stayed away from creatures with shells, 
such as turtles. 
 About 80 per cent intact, this fossil is one of the most 
complete the scientists have seen. Since it's the only 
specimen of its kind, Trask said it will be kept in the mu-
seum vault, available for only scientists to study. The pub-
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The Language of Love in Gems and Jewels,   
 
    Without question, jewelry has historically been the most 
popular medium a man can create to express love for a 
woman. For centuries, men throughout the world have in-
vested a great deal of affection (and money) in an attempt 
to find a tangible example of their devotion to present their 
loved one, be it an emerald necklace, ruby pendant, sap-
phire brooch, a strand of pearls or a diamond ring. 
    This celebrated tradition of giving gifts of gems and jew-
els as a form of affection dates back to early man. Through 
the centuries, the ring has emerged as the single most 
symbolically perfect love token in existence. Even without 
any ornamentation, the understated yet profound shape of 
a ring represents an eternal, never-ending manifestation of 
a man's love for a woman. The ancient Egyptians used the 
ring as a heavenly reminder that love has no beginning and 
no end. 
    Today the ring has become an integral part of the wed-
ding itself. The Romans were first to incorporate the giving 
of a ring into the marraige ceremony. However, the ring did 
not always carry with it the romantic appeal we see in it 
today. In Roman times, the engagement ring was first and 
foremost a form of material proof for fathers that prospec-
tive husbands had the best of intentions for their daugh-
ters. These early rings were made of iron until gold was 
introduced in the second century A.D. As gold began to 
popularize itself as a jewelry metal, medieval times saw the 
enhancement of the symbolism of the ring with the addition 
of gems. By the Renaissance, the use of colored stones 
and diamonds as the focal point of betrothal and wedding 
rings started to become popular, and, have remained so 
since then, although varying in style. 
    Colored stones as a symbol of love have reigned su-
preme since the Pharoahs of Egypt. Ruby, the color of the 
heart, has historically symbolized passion, love, virility, and 
sexual desire. Sapphire, the color of the heavens, has 
come to represent innocence and truth. Both ruby and sap-
phire are excellent gems for rings considering their hard-
ness is very close to that of diamonds. 
    Birthstones have also held traditional roles in engage-
ment rings, exhibiting personal attachment to the individ-
ual. There are several variations of birthstones in terms of 
which gemstones are associated with a particular month. 
Included in the Western system of birthstones are garnet 
for January, amethyst for February, aquamarine for 
March... emerald for May... topaz for November... these 
gems would bestow upon their wearer a variety of love 
sentiments, including: commitment and devotion while 
wearing garnet; peace and understanding while wearing 
amethyst; the energy to bring love while wearing aquama-
rine; loyalty and commitment in marriage while wearing 
emerald; and fidelity and friendship while wearing topaz. 
    The natural pearl, however, has been the most closely 
associated gem to love and marriage since the ancient 
times. One of the earliest records of this is recorded in the 
Hindu book of the Rigveda, which explains how Krishna, 
the preserver of life, descended into the sea to retrieve a 
pearl for his daughter on her wedding day. Historically, the 
natural pearl has symbolized purity and innocence. The 
ancient Romans believed pearls could promote marital 
bliss, often depicting the bond between Cupid and Psyche  
 

as a strand of natural pearls. Cupid's mother, Venus, the 
goddess of love, was said to have been born from the sea 
like a pearl. Also thought to be a powerful aphrodisiac, 
Cleopatra was said to have dissolved a pearl in wine in 
order to seduce Mark Antony.                                                                                                                
 Of course, it is not just the ring that is the perfect cou-
rier for love, romance, devotion and commitment. The 
necklace, pendant, brooch, bracelet and earrings, in gold 
or platinum, unadorned or gem encrusted, were (and still 
are) used as mesengers of love.                                  
 Jewelry artisans throughout the centuries have fash-
ioned a variety of representations of the aspects of love. 
Of course their design and inspiration have varied. During 
the past few hundred years, several periods of style 
emerged, which have been categorized as: Georgian (c. 
1714-1837), Victorian (c. 1837-1901), Art Nouveau (c. 
1880-1914), Edwardian (c. 1901-1910), Art Deco (c. 1915
-1935), and Retro (1935-1950). 
    Jewelry design has always been influenced by the cul-
tural and economic development of the country of its ori-
gin, the availability of materials and the individual talents 
of craftsmen at the time. Customs, geography, religion, 
laws, war and peace, technical advancements, and most 
importantly fashion, have determined who has worn what 
type of jewelry over the years. Royalty from Cleopatra to 
Queen Victoria, socialites such as Barbara Hutton and 
celebrities like Elizabeth Taylor have aspired to adorn 
themselves in the finest jewels, which have historically set 
trends on all levels of society. Makers, too, especially im-
portant houses such as Cartier, Van Cleef & Arpels and 
Tiffany, primarily during the 19th and 20th centuries, have 
had a significant influence as to what is in vogue. 
    In terms of style and symbolism, much of the jewelry 
and accessories of the 17th and 18th centuries took on 
classical, mythological and biblical symbolisms to repre-
sent love. Tales of classic Greek and Roman mythology 
have served as inspiration for artists and goldsmiths from 
antiquity to the present day. Cupid and Psyche, as well as 
Venus and other dieties, became popular figures carved, 
engraved, or painted in enamel for earrings, brooches, 
pendants and objects of vertu. 
     The heart is undoubtedly the most popular expression 
of love and romance in jewelry. It is often depicted 
"aflame" with diamonds and rubies, sometimes plain, and 
sometimes pierced with Cupid's arrow. Jewelry items 
were also crafted into other shapes. The love knot repre-
sented strength in a relationship. Sea vessels were sym-
bolic of the triumph over the storms of love. A ladder rep-
resented the aspirations of love. Fire was often used to 
indicate passion. The phoenix, a mythical bird which re-
generated ashes, symbolized love revived. Salamanders 
are associated with passionate love. Moths hovering 
around a flame signify the danger of love. The dog was 
an allegory for faithfullness; the fly a symbol of humility, 
and a caged owl was emblematic of love's dominion over 
wisdom. A lion struck with an arrow illustrated love con-
quering the wild; while an arrow piercing a stag indicated 
unrequited love. 
    The Victorian era is best known for producing a wide 
array of love jewelry which was inspired by the marraige 
of Queen Victoria and Prince Albert. Throughout their 
marriage, Albert showered Victoria with many jewels, all      
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  of which she adored, and most of which were copied by 
others. For her engagement ring, Victoria chose the de-
sign of a snake swallowing its tail, an ancient symbol of 
eternal love.                                                                        
 Victoria's most widely copied trend in jewelry was cre-
ated, unfortunately, as a result of Albert's death in 1861. 
She established a popularity for "mourning jewelry," 
spurred by the loss of her one and only love. Victorian 
ladies began to follow the tortoise-shell, Irish bog-oak and 
black onyx and always of a practical nature, such as 
brooches, cape pins, kilt fasteners and hair pieces. They 
would hide a strand of hair in a locket or a brooch, weave 
it into slides in a bracelet, or attach it to a pendant. A 
loved one's portrait was often set in jewelry so that it was 
visible through the center gem. 
    Also fashionable during this period, was jewelry which 
spelled out loving messages, whether it was the simple 
word amour in gems, or a word written acrostically, using 
the first letters of the gems set, (e.g. Dear=diamond, em-
erald, amethyst, ruby). Acrostic jewelry, especially in 
bracelets and rings, also used the mythical qualities of 
certain gems to convey messages: rubies for passion, 
sapphires for spirituality and emeralds for faithfulness 
were popular. This trend continued into the early 1900s. 
From the mid to late 19th century into the 1900s, render-
ings of Cupid remained prevelant. Occasionally, he was 
shown being stung by bees, a warning of the pain which 
accompanies love. Psyche, Greek goddess of the soul 
and higher emotions, was oftentimes represented in jew-
elry by the butterfly. Many artists used flowers in their  

pieces as well: roses to represent passion with thorns, 
pansies from the French pensÚes which means my 
thoughts are of you, forget-me-nots embody enduring en-
during passion, daisies stand for innocence, lilacs ex-
press the first emotions of love; mistletoe for a kiss, and 
lilies for love revived. Just as flowers are the inspiration of 
love, so too is music. Jewelers of the time also created 
miniature instruments for gold and gem-set pendants, 
lockets and brooches in such forms as the lyre, mandolin 
and harp. 
    Whatever the era, history has proven that jewelry is the 
most popular expression of love. Jewelry is very much a 
part of our lives, expressing our emotions, connections, 
and personalities. We've become a people who without 
our jewels, feel naked. In Leonard Bernstein's musical 
adaptation of Voltaire's classic, Candide, the heroine, Cu-
negonde, sings of the sorrows of being separated from 
her family, and also of the scandalous Parisian lifestyle 
she has become a part of: "...Pearls and ruby rings...Ah, 
how can worldly things take the place of honor lost? Can 
they compensate for my fallen state, purchased as they 
were at such an awful cost? Bracelets... lavalieres... can 
they dry my tears? Can they blind my eyes to shame? 
Can the brightest brooch sheild me from reproach? Can 
the purest diamond purify my name? And yet of course 
these trinkets are endearing, ha ha! I'm oh, so glad my 
sapphire is a star, ha ha! I rather like a twenty carat ear-
ring, ha ha! If I'm not pure at least my jewels are!"  
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   Chemical Names - Old & New 

 
Alabaster                     Calcium sulphate 
Anhydrite                    Anhydrous calcium sulphate 
Baking soda                Sodium bicarbonate 
Baryta                         Barium oxide 
Bleach                         Sodium hypochlorite 
Bleaching powder       Calcium hypochlorite 
Blue vitriol                   Copper sulphate 
Boracic acid                 Boric acid 
Borax                           Sodium tetraborate  
Brimstone                    Sulphur 
Calamine                     Zinc carbonate 
Caliche                        Sodium nitrate 
Calomel                       Mercuric chloride 
Caustic Potash            Potassium hydroxide 
Caustic soda               Sodium hydroxide 
Chile saltpeter             Sodium Nitrate/Sodium Nitrite 
Chloride of iron           Ferric chloride 
Condy's crystals          Potassium permanganate 
Copperas                    Ferrous sulphate 
Cream of tartar           Potassium hydrogen tartrate 
Drikold                         Solid carbon dioxide 
Epsom salts                Magnesium sulphate 
Flowers of sulphur       Sulphur in powder form. 
Fuller's earth               Non plastic clay 
Glauber's salt             Sodium sulphate 
Gypsum                      Calcium Sulphate 
Horn silver                  Silver chloride 
Hypo, photographic    Sodium thiosulphate 
Ivory black                  Carbon (from bones) 
Kaolin/ China clay       Aluminium silicate, 
King's Yellow              Arsenic trisulphide 
Lime sulphur               Calcium polysulphide 
Litharge                       Lead trioxide 
Lithopone                   Zinc sulphide and barium sulphate 
Liver of sulphur           Potassium polysulphide 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Lunar caustic              Silver nitrate 
Lye                              Sodium hydroxide 
Magnesia                   Basic magnesium carbonate 
Marsh gas                   Methane 
Massicot                     Lead monoxide 
Mohr's salt                  Ferrous ammonium sulphate 
Muriatic acid               Hydrochloric acid 
Nitre                            Potassium nitrate 
Orpiment                     Arsenic trisulphide 
Oxymuriatic acid         Chlorine gas 
Paris green                 Copper arsenite 
Plaster of Paris           Calcium sulphate 
Plumbago                   Graphite 
Potash                        Potasssium carbonate 
Purple of Cassius       Colloidal gold 
Pyrites (iron)               Ferrous  sulphide 
Realgar                       Arsenic disulphide 
Red lead / Minium       Lead tetroxide 
Rochelle salt               Sodium potassium tartrate 
Sal ammoniac             Ammonium chloride 
Sal volatile                 Ammonium carbonate 
Saltpeter /Sal Petrier   Potassium Nitrate 
Saltpeter, Norwegian  Calcium nitrate 
Selenite                      Calcium sulphate  
Spirit of Nitre            Nitric acid 
Spirits of  salt            Hydrochloric acid 
Sugar of lead            Lead Acetate 
Table salt                  Sodium chloride 
Tartar Emetic            Potassium antimonyl tartrate 
Tripoli                       Diatomaceous earth 
Verdegris                  Copper Acetate /carbonate 
Vinegar                     Acetic acid 
Vitriol                        Sulphuric Acid concentrated 
Washing soda           Sodium carbonate 
Water Glass              Sodium silicate solution 
White arsenic            Arsenious oxide 
White Lead               Lead carbonate 
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Strange Relics from the Depths of the Earth 
 
 On February 13, 1961, three rock hounds - Mike Mike-
sell, Wallace Lane and Virginia Maxey were collecting 
geodes about 12 miles east-southeast of Olancha, Cali-
fornia. Geodes are spherical stones with hollow interiors 
lined with crystals. On this particular day, while searching 
in the Coso Mountains, they found one stone located near 
the top of a peak approximately 4,300 feet in elevation 
and about 340 feet above the dry bed of Owens lake. 
 The Rockhounds took it to be a geode, but later found 
it was not, because it bore traces of fossil shells. The next 
day when Mikesell cut the stone in half, he nearly ruined a 
10-inch diamond saw in the process, for it did not contain 
crystals, but rather something totally unexpected. Inside 
were the remains of some form of mechanical device. 
 Beneath the outer layer of hardened clay, pebbles and 
fossil inclusions was a hexagonal-shaped layer of a sub-
stance resembling wood, softer than agate or jasper. This 
layer formed a casing around a three-quarter-inch cylin-
der made of solid white porcelain or ceramic, and in the 
center of the cylinder is a 2 millimeter shaft of bright 
brassy metal. This shaft, the rock hunters discovered, is 
magnetic, and after several years of exposure never 
showed oxidation. Also, surrounding the ceramic cylinder 
are rings of copper, much of them now corroded. Embed-
ded too, in the rock, though separate from the cylinder, 
are two more man-made items - what look like a nail and 
a washer. 
 The puzzled rock hunters sent their find to the Charles 
Fort Society, who specializes in investigating things out of 
the ordinary. The society made an X-ray examination of 

the cylindrical object enclosed in the fossil-encrusted 
rock, and found further evidence that it was indeed some 
form of mechanical apparatus. The X-ray revealed that 
the metallic shaft was corroded at one end, but on the 
other terminated in what appeared to be a spring or helix 
of metal.  
 As a whole, the “Coso artifact” is now believed to be 
something more than a piece of machinery: the carefully 
shaped ceramic, metallic shaft and copper components 
hint at some form of electrical instrument. The closest 
modern apparatus that researchers have been able to 
equate it with is a spark plug. However, there are certain 
features, particularly the spring or helix terminal, that does 
not correspond to any known spark plug today. The rock 
in which the electrical instrument was found was dated by 
a competent geologist at 500,000 years old. 
From Osage Gems via Pick Hammer News 2/02 

 
Paper From Rocks 
  
 A new type of paper (made) for industrial use has 
been developed by Ukranian researchers. The paper is 
made of basalt that is found in large quantities in the 
Ukraine. The rock is ground, melted in electric furnaces, 
then passed through special strainers producing a strong 
elastic fiber. Basalt paper resists rot and is water-
resistant. It can be heated to 800 degrees without melting. 
It is expected to be used extensively in the manufacture 
ofindustrial filters. 
Rock Buster News 4/02,via Golden Spike News 5/02. 
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What makes a good  mineral specimen?   
By Tony Forsyth 
 
 Many collectors starting out ask this question wanting 
a simple answer. It’s easy, you might think. You just 
‘know’ a good specimen when you see one don’t you? 
Trying to express in words what makes a good specimen 
is more difficult. It really depends upon your point of view, 
and your ultimate goals as a collector. We all at some 
time or other return from a fossicking trip with our prized 
finds which we then spend hours cleaning and trimming to 
bring out their best features. Because we have found 
these specimens ourselves, they also immediately take 
on a special significance to us as collectors. We are will-
ing to dismiss many of the specimens shortcomings in 
allowance of the fact that they are ‘ours’, and we rightly 
elevate them in rank in our collections!  
 Mineral judges at shows are governed by a rigid set of 
rules that endeavour to allow specimens to be judged im-
partially, regardless of value or rarity. So what makes for 
an excellent specimen when factored for competition pur-
poses, may perhaps appear insignificant, even ordinary to 
many collectors. Points are awarded for labelling, proper 
identification and crystal perfection etc, but the fact re-
mains that a nice clean quartz crystal that could be pur-
chased for $5.00, may conceivably beat a proustite crys-
tal valued at $500.00 that has a damaged prism face. I 
know which I would prefer in my collection! But from a 
mineral judges point of view, the quartz was a better 
specimen i.e. it fit the judging criteria to a better degree.  
 So discounting the ‘I found it factor’, and the rigid set 
of mineral judging rules, what do we look for? Price is a 
good indicator, and with dealers having to be competitive 
to survive commercially, you will find that some speci-
mens are dearer than others for a specific reason. This 
could be: size, rarity of type, colour, perfection of crystalli-
sation, lack of damage, famous or rare location, and also 
‘aesthetic appeal’. A good rule of thumb is the more 
specimens that you look at, the better you will become at 
identifing those that stand out from the pack. As I said, 
price on a dealers stand is a good indicator, but it is not 
always so. For instance, many times you will come across 
a dealer selling a flat of same type specimens, all of simi-
lar size and all priced exactly the same. This is probably 
because the dealer bought them at a bulk price, and al-
though knowing them to vary in quality, is willing to sell 
them at a set price just to recoup his outlay plus profit with 
no extra work required pricing them seperately.  
 This, then, is where you get to exercise your 
‘aesthetic’ choice, and take into account those other 
points mentioned. Lets say you have chosen the speci-
men type that you wish to add to your collection, and 
there are number to choose from. Don’t immediately 
choose the biggest - big is not always best in minerals! 
Carefully look the specimen over for damage, chipped 
terminations especially can devalue a crystal specimen. 
Check that the specimen is not glued or repaired (or in 
fact fraudulently constructed, as has been the case with 
some amethyst and calcite geodes and cassiterite speci-
mens seen lately). Are the crystals of unusual habit or 
exhibit features such as twinning or inclusions? Is the col-

our, lustre or transparency of one specimen better than 
others? Are the crystals seperate, or are still attached to 
the host matrix, as these are usually more desirable. Fi-
nally look at the actual arrangement of the crystals on 
their matrix. Are they just a lump, or do they create a strik-
ing visual effect.  
 The best specimens tend to have a matrix that pro-
vides a good base for display, as a backdrop to show off 
the crystals. The matrix may provide contrast in colour, 
but it should not constitute a disproportionate amount of 
the specimen, and it helps if it is able to ‘sit’ and display in 
a cabinet without props or aids. Look at photos or view 
‘classic’ specimens on display in museums - they all tend 
to have a central focal point to the viewer. This is usually 
a single crystal or crystals that are larger than their sur-
rounding ones. A spray of crystals with one or two large 
ones on a druse or carpet of crystal, is preferable to a 
mass of all similarly sized crystals.  
 So there it is! After a while you will not need to con-
sciously think of these factors, but you will soon find your-
self becoming more discerning in your choice of speci-
mens. You may look back at your own collection and think 
to yourself, why did I buy this or that? This shows that you 
are learning, and becoming a more knowledgeable collec-
tor. 

 
It seemed a little odd when the local cemetery raised the 
prices of its burial lots and blamed it on the cost of living. 
 
By the time you can afford to hire someone to cut the 
grass, your doctor tells you that you need the exercise. 

 
O'FERGUSON 

ROCKS & GRITS 
 

23537 - 40TH Ave. Lanley, BC 
V2Z 2K1 

Phone: 604 530- 4254 
Are selling out 

 
We are still in the lapidary business 

while supplies last 
& will mail out orders. 
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Field Report 
Bristol Island Gold Claim - Cam Michaels                                                                                                 

submitted by Ken Mcloed, 16 Feb 03 
 
 It was a wet and windy Sunday morning that some 
daring souls departed their warm beds around the Fraser 
Valley, and headed for a rendezvous at the Husky Cafe 
on the Old Hope Highway at 9:30am.As the rain beat 
down, and the road signs warned of dense fog, the daring 
souls commented on the initiative of the Abby Club to or-
ganize this adventure and opportunity to see Cam 
Michaels gold claim situated along the Fraser River. Not 
much was to be seen as we progressed down the high-
way, just the torrents of water cascading down the moun-
tains, and occasionally a wispy mountain shape rising up 
through the clouds and mist. 
 The meeting of the gathering at the Hope Cafe was 
uneventful as old and new came together and formed a 
convoy behind Cam. Off to the river we went where we 
set about looking for specimens, or setting up the gold 
extraction equipment. Dogs one way , kids another, and 
old folks digging out the rain gear and extra clothes to 
combat a nasty day. Cam's equipment is quite practical, a 
collector or screening tray setup which allows gravity feed 
to a sluice box with more screening and matting designed 
to trap the heavy gold from flowing sediment. To the top  

of the collector is a water hose fitting to match a two inch  
water hose which runs down to the river where it is con-
nected to a pump that runs the water from the river 
through a sleeve filter. Someone then commences to 
shovel gravel onto the top of the collector, the flowing wa-
ter washes the sediment down through the gravity feed 
screens and over the sluice box, while the bigger pebbles 
and rocks roll cleanly off the inclined slope on the top 
screen to the ground, where the lazy gather to collect the 
clean shiny stones. Later, after dark, probably with flash-
light, Cam will pull the baffle screens, wash the matting 
material, and extract hoards of gold to pay for his start up 
expenses, any hired labour, grub, medicine, etc. Despite 
the rain and cold, all participants did enjoy the excitement 
of working a real gold claim, and seeing the shining ore. 
 To Cam we say thank you for the adventure, and any 
way you look at it ,this was easier than the Klondike. 
 For some the day was extra hard, as directions were 
missed, and keys had to be extracted from locked car 
trunks. Oh well, all in a day out on a field trip. Nothing un-
usual. As the day concluded, the return trip seemed to 
work it's way out of the rain and fog, only to reveal that it 
also had snowed and the mountain tops were truly beauti-
ful with the white stuff. Remember the world is run by 
those who show up, as they say, so see you next time. 
Ken. 

Silver Sheet  &  Silver Wire  & Gold Filled Wires 
Casting Grains -  10k Gold   &  14k Gold &  Sterling Silver 
 Faceted Stones  &  Cabochons, Rough rocks and slabs 

 

 Tools  and supplies for 
  

Jewelry Making, Beaders, Rockhounding and Tumbling 
 

Visit the ROCK GARDEN for lots of specials July 15th to August 15th 2003    
                                                                             

Over 15000 Sterling Silver Findings  
Gold Findings, Too! 

 

Give Eric a call at 604–277-3222  or   Email at rockaboutgems@shaw.ca 

 

Mention your club name for a 10% discount 
 

Our Silver is Sterling…  Only our prices are unreal! 

Advertising by Dealers enables us to provide this publication at a reasonable price 
 

Please support them!! 
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The Tucson Rock Show 
 
The Tucson Rock, Gem and Fossil show this year was 

fabulous but getting there was half the fun. Our first stop 
was at the Klamath Falls lava beds. This area was rocked 
by many violent volcanoes whose lava flows churned and 
fought only to be finally solidified by ancient rains. The 
area goes from smooth basalt flows to motionless rivers 
of lava and then to what looks like cascading water falls 
but is really all solid rock frozen in time. Then huge Ryo-
lite boulders lay strewn about the landscape and finally 
rugged red rock canyons of feldspar fan out in all direc-
tions 

 After a very profitable night in Reno it was off to Vir-
ginia City, the local graveyards are very interesting with 
twelve separate fenced off areas, eleven for the different 
faiths and one for the town madam but that’s another 
story. The marble and granite headstones tell silent tales 
of hard lives and early deaths in this old mining town the 
way it was. The museum and the local rock shops are all 
excellent. Next was Carson City and a simply amazing 
mineral museum. After dragging Kevin from the gold dis-
play and apologizing for the claw marks on the glass, 
lunchtime found us at Lanotan Lake near Fallon. The lake 
was very low and the beach was loaded with agates, 
small fossils and wonder stone - Oh my! 

We stopped at many rock shops on our trip and met 
some really nice interesting people and also a few really 
really really weird ones, I’m sure you all have been there 
so I’ll just report the good ones. Three of the best stood 
out from the rest and the Highway 95/50 Rock Shop was 
the best. The owner closed shop and gave us a wonderful 
tour of his multi million dollar collection. He had almost 
every rock and fossil you could imagine and some beauti-
ful mineral specimens. He also had by far the largest col-
lection of used equipment I have ever seen. We ex-
changed many ideas and even helped figure out some of 
his (what the heck is it) machines. After about an hour of 
Kevin and I doing a duet of the song “I wish Rudy was 
here” he ushered us out the back door of his huge shop 
and to his “ now for the good stuff collection”. Four hours 
later and with darkness setting in we bid him farewell and 
called an end to a perfect day. 

 Early next morning found us 282 feet below sea level. 
Death Valley holds a new world with every turn in the 
road with its rolling sand dunes and huge terminal mo-
raines. Going from standing on the rim of the impressive 
Ubehebe volcanic crater we worked our way south past 
lead mines and borax mines, majestic canyons and 
painted deserts, from bad water salt flats to beautiful oa-
sis and from cool springs to Furnace Creek. After leaving 
Death Valley we just had enough daylight to stop and col-
lect apache tears and mahogany obsidian by the road-
side, then off to Las Vegas. 

After two amazing nights in the city of lights we left 
Nevada and headed for Arizona. If you don’t have it the 
fifth wheeled tent city of Quartzite does, from lots of rocks 
to every consumer item ever made. Rows of tents line 
every road in all direction for miles; it is interesting but 
really just one huge flea market. The small town of Welton 
in southern Arizona was our next destination. About 

twenty miles north of town is Saddle Horn Mountain, there 
we collected bacon rock and small geodes and lots of 
little sticky prickly burr things. Kevin said I looked like a 
silky chicken from the waist down and a porcupine from 
the waist up. 

Very early next morning found us just past Tucson at 
the Colossal Cavern, a huge limestone cave and a worth 
see but a few miles down the road is the captivating 
Kartchener Caverns. The cave was first discovered by 
two amateur spelunkers, they were worried the cavern 
would be opened up and exploited or ruined like the 
nearby Carlsbad Caverns in New Mexico where they put 
a parking lot right on top of the main chamber, well dah! 
They explored the massive cavern very carefully and kept 
their find a secret for 15 years, until it was declared a na-
tional monument and could be properly preserved and 
protected. After going through a series of doors you enter 
a living cave. It is a wet cave fed by an underground river, 
the moisture in the air rises to the ceiling and slowly runs 
back down the walls. The walk way winds through Lime-
stone fans, shields, bacon, stalagmites and stalactites 
and delicate 22-foot long limestone soda straws. The larg-
est cavern is immense, 4 football games could be played 
simultaneously in this area, they called it Zanadu and 
right in the middle is a monstrous column shimmering 
every color of the rainbow, they called it Kublai Khan. 

Still early in the day we thought we would stop at the 
Sunshine Gallery Rock Shop just south of Benson. The 
owner immediately closed shop and took us out to his 
shed; Wow, he hauled out crate after crate of specimens, 
“We’re not interested in buying anything” I told him but he 
knew a sucker when he saw one or two. A very knowl-
edgeable and interesting man he ranked number 2 in our 
rock shop judging. He had the best micro-mount collec-
tion imaginable and is a regular with school groups. His 
whole yard was set up with rock trails and tales. After 
close to 3 hours we were about to leave when he said,“Do 
either of you guys like gold?”  An hour later with Kevin 
clutching a gold laced piece of quartz we finally left his 
shop as he was now busy swatting moths that had es-
caped from Kevin’s wallet. 

The Tucson Rock, Gem and Fossil Show as they now 
call it is a must for any rock hound. We spent three days 
at the show but did however get rocked out by about 2 
p.m. each day. We would then take in one of Tucson’s 
many other attractions. The Tucson Zoo with the animals 
from 3 continents represented is excellent, the Pima Air 
Museum with its 200 planes and thousands of exhibits is 
mind-boggling and the University Mineral Museum and 
Planetarium are second to none. But back to the rock 
shows… rows of monstrous tents line the hotel district 
and every tent and every hotel room is full of wonderful 
things. Huge fossil tablets and tables, fossil plates and 
platters, fossil sinks, fossil cups and vases. Every fossil 
was well represented from huge dinosaur bones to 3 foot 
400 pound beautiful ammonites. 10 inch trilobites were 
common and petrified wood, well that’s another story. 
We walked up to one tent with no less than 20 refrigerator 
sized petrified logs outside, inside another 45 tons and 
beyond that dinosaur bones everywhere and five totally 
complete skeletons. Overwhelmed we struck up a conver-
sation with an old man busy crating bones. He glanced 
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up from his work and frowned, “I just unpack everything it 
take me 3 days now I got to pack it all back up, Canada 
man buy all them big heavy rock logs then another Can-
ada man come in and just say I’ll take all them there 
bones, who boy oh boy that’s a lot of work crating them all 
back up and I work with no help now, Canada people got 
lots of money you know.”  “Thank God he finally took a 
breath”, I thought and replied, “ Yep sure enough they do 
eh, no doubt about it eh.” He gave us a very worried look 
and went back to work. 

Imperial and ocean jasper was $8 to $15 a pound, Tif-
fany stone and rhodocrosite were $50 a pound and thou-
sands of amethyst geodes lined the area and they went 
from 8 inches to 8 feet high and from $35 to $45.000. One 
Quartz crystal was 2 feet in diameter and four feet high 
with a real cool phantom inside. With no visible price and 
with a huge sign that said, you break it you bought it, we 
gave it a wide berth. Lapis went from $10 to $50 a pound 
and plume, moss and dendritic agate were a mere $5 a 
pound. The most beautiful display of hundreds of pyrite 
suns greeted us in one tent, some all cleaned and yet 
others still in the matrix. Kevin asked me which ones I 
liked best and when I noticed another cloud of moths I 
knew not to buy one myself. 

The desert museum in Saguaro National Park just 
East of Tucson takes a whole day with all it’s fantastic 
native plants and animals and yes, rocks too. The high-
way 19 copper mine just south of town is a good four-hour 
tour but the very best of the tours is the Copper Queen 
Mine in historic Bisbee just south of Tombstone. Hopping 
aboard a very narrow train you are pulled single file 
through a small portion of the 143 miles of train tunnels 
that honeycomb the mountain. The ore was high graded 
when this section of mine was worked and microwave 
sized chunks of copper, chrysocolla, selenite, azurite and 
malachite line the walls. The train stopped along the way 
a few times and our excellent guide gave tours of the dif-
ferent side tunnels and caverns, so cool. Being an old 
miner himself he also gave us a very good insight into the 
working and living conditions before 1940. 

Chiricahua national monument west of Tucson is a 
supernatural place; all the forces of nature came into play 
to form this fantastic wonderland. Hundreds of huge pin-
nacles of stone rise up from smooth rock bases every-
where. Guided by an entomologist friend we followed the 
5 mile Echo Canyon trail down through gorges, grottos 
and pinnacles under balanced rocks and over natural 
bridges. Every animal from ducks to deer, every object 
from a pipe organ to a ship and every character from 
Punch and Judy to a sea captain have all been cast in 
stone by the timeless forces of nature. We spent one 
amazing full day at Chiricahua national monument. 

Arizona has more than it’s share of natural wonders 
and our next stop was Meteor crater east of Flagstaff. 
50,000 years ago a huge iron-nickel meteorite 150 feet 
across and weighing several hundred thousand tons 
streaked through earth’s atmosphere in seconds and 
slammed into this vast rocky plain. With the force of over 
20 million tons of TNT and 20 million pounds per square 
inch, it carved a crater 700 feet deep and 4000 feet 
across. Diamonds were formed from the local graphite 
and 170 million tons of limestone and sandstone was 

ejected from the crater, everything living thing within 
seven miles was instantly vaporized. Standing on the rim 
of the crater you suddenly feel very small. 

While we are on the subject of small, our next stop 
was The Grand Canyon. The scale of The Grand Canyon 
is hard to fathom, it’s too big for a picture, it’s too big for a 
roll of film, you might as well just stand there and go oh 
wow like everyone else. To think miners explored and 
actually had working mines throughout the canyon is un-
believable. 

The third best of our pick of rock shops was the Snake 
River Rock Shop in Idaho. The sign said open so I 
pressed the buzzer, the door opened and no one was 
there, Glancing down there stood the nicest old lady all 3 
foot 12 inches of her. “You’re from Canada she said, I’ve 
never had anyone visit me from Canada before, every-
thing is a dollar a pound.’ After looking around at her fine 
displays I remarked, “Oh no that graveyard agate can’t be 
a dollar a pound. “Oh no she smiled that’s free” We ended 
up purchasing 18 pounds of rock and leaving with 50. She 
suggested we camp in her yard but only having a one ton 
truck and after her two dogs got totally possessive of 
Kevin a jealous canine fight ensued and we made a hasty 
retreat. 

After a few more days exploring the Salmon and 
Snake Rivers in Idaho we made our way back across 
southern B.C. and home. What a wonderful trip. 

From the Ripple Rock Bugle 
 

GOVERNMENT JOB 
 A guy stopped at a local gas station, filled his tank, 
bought a coke and stood watching two men working along 
the roadside. One man would dig a hole 2-3 feet deep 
and move on. The other man came along behind him and 
filled in the hole. While one was digging a new hole the 
other was 25 feet behind him filling it in.  
 He went up to the men and asked, “What’s with this 
digging and refilling?” “We’re just doing our job, we work 
for the government.” “ But you’re not accomplishing any-
thing. Aren’t you wasting taxpayer’s money?” 
 “Well, normally there’s three of us, me, Elmer and 
Leroy.”  “I dig, Elmer sticks in the tree and Leroy puts the 
dirt back.” “Elmer’s jobs been cut, so now it’s just me and 
Leroy.”  
 
IS THAT JADE?  
Korean Jade is bowenite, a hard variety of serpentine. 
Transvaal Jade is a massive variety of green grossular 
garnet.  
Amazon Jade is aventurine.   
Australian Jade is chrysoprase.  
Colorado Jade is green microcline.   
Flukien, Manchurian, and Honan Jades are all soapstone. 
Mexican Jade is green-dyed marble or calcite.  
Oregon Jade is dark green jasper,          
from The Tumbler 03/02, via The pegmatite Bulletin 
 

Helpful Hint  
A mouse trap placed on top of your alarm clock  
will prevent you from rolling over and going back to sleep. 
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vice-versa.  
 John Chambers, Mike de Tourdonnet, Arnold and 
Susie Schoepp, Henry and Clara Rodrigue, Jim and 
Loraine De Boice, Al McDoual and yours truly were ac-
tively involved with the Public Relations activities. It 
seemed to be very effective as we now have many re-
quests to give talks and demonstrations.  The Club Mem-
bership also grew significantly. 
 Club Membership rose from 44 (39 adults and 5 junior 
members) in 2001 to 68 (59 adults and 9 junior members) 
in 2002. Main reasons for the increase in membership 
appear lo be: 
•  Getting out a Schedule of Activities in early January 
which lists the meeting dates and location, guest speak-
ers and other meeting activities, field trips, displays and 
sales, rock shop use. etc.; 
•  increased public relations and interaction with other 
organizations (Science Centre, Placer Miners, Schools); 
•  producing a Summer Newsletter (prior to the fall meet-
ing), to keep members informed of forthcoming activities; 
•   having monthly field trips where the main objective is to 
help new members aad their children find and identify 
rocks and then cut and polish them; 
•  handling most Club business matters through separate 
Executive Meetings with the Club meeting reserved 
mainly for activities of more interest to members. 
 Recognizing that access to good rockhounding sites is 
being lost throughout BC unless Rock Clubs acquire min-
eral claim titles to them, our Club is in the process of stak-
ing some sites in the North Okanagan, Hopefully, we will 
have at least one registered claim when we host the BC 
Provincial Rendezvous in May 2003. 
 The Year 2003 Executive was elected at the Novem-
ber 2002 meeting and it's great to see several new mem-
bers getting involved.  
The 2003 Executive includes the following: 
President                         Al McDouall 
Vice President                 John Stelfox 
Secretary                         Wade Kury 
Treasurer                        Mike de Tourdonnet 
Publicity and Public Relations    John Chambers 
Ways and Means            Les Ryckman, Pete Lauman, 
Agnes de Tourdonnet, Lyila Lovejoy 
Mall Sales                      Mike de Tourdonnet 
Phoner                           Kelly Marks 
Wagon Masters             John Stelfox, Ralph Mackay, Bill 
Rogers 
Club Greeters                 Susie Schoepp and John Cham-
bers 
 The December 7 Executive Meeting brought the 2002 
and 2003 Executives together to review the 2002 Club 
Program and to familiarize the 2003 Executive with the 
Club Operation, Constitution, Bylaws and specific commit-
ments for 2003 (the BC Provincial Rendezvous in May, 
etc.). Also for the 2002 Executive to provide advice and 
answer questions for the new Executive members. 
 The Christmas dinner party was held at the Pantry 
Restaurant on December 14 at 6 PM. It was well at-
tended, and in addition to a fine meal, included games, 
story telling, silent  auction, door prizes and donations to 
the Food Bank. The 2002 Executive worked well together 
and the strong support and encouragement of the general 
membership was a big help 

Vernon Lapidary & Mineral Club 
Dec. 31, 2002 - Year end Report 
 
 The Club Headquarters was moved from the Lions 
Den to the Okanagan Science Centre, 2704 Highway 6, 
Vemon, early in the year and a new Rock Shop was built 
in the basement of the Science Centre. Volunteer labour 
by several Club members, between  February and May, 
resulted in the Shop being completed, the equipment in-
stalled, 6 Shop Supervisors trained, and the members 
using it by late June. 
 Special credit to Henry Rodrigue for his expertise in 
construction of the walls, servicing the equipment and 
installing the new vertical lap polisher. Other hardworking 
volunteers were Jim De Boice, Mike de Tourdonnet, Peter 
Lauman, Ralph Mackay, Al McDouall, Bill Rogers, Arnold 
and Susie Schoepp, and John Stelfox. Science Centre 
staff, Jeff Mellows, Wayne Smith, Kevin Aschenmeir and 
Liz were also most helpful. 
 Rock Shop Work Sessions were held each Wednes-
day and Sunday 1-4 PM under the direction of a Supervi-
sor. Supervisors for the Year 2002 were John Chambers, 
Mike de Tourdonnet, Peter Lauman, Al McDouall, Bill 
Rogers, and John Stelfox. They kept the Shop  running 
smoothly, provided instruction to new members and also 
made saleable rock and mineral products for the three 
Club sales at Village Green Mall in April, September and 
November. 
 Clara Rodrigue re-initiated her 'wire-wrapping' classes 
at the Rock Shop and these classes were always full. 
 Important Club Functions during Year 2002 were: 
Monthly General Meetings (2nd Wednesday 7:30 PM, 
preceded by Executive Meeting 7:00 PM) were well at-
tended and interesting. They included a short business 
meeting followed by a Guest Speaker, lunch, 50-50 Draw, 
Silent Auction, Show & Tell, and Group Discussions. 
 Attendance averaged about 25 persons. Members 
should contact the 2003 Executive as soon as possible, if 
they have any suggestions on how the Meetings and 
other Club Activities can be improved. Remember that 
new ideas help to keep a Club strong and active, so don't 
be shy about offering suggestions and support. 
Rock Hounding Field Trips - Six trips were held at Ea-
gle Rock Aggregate Pit, Nicklen Lake, Bouleau Lake, 
reefer Creek, Brett Gold Mine (Whiteman Creek), and 
Silver Mine (Lumby). These field trips were well attended 
and seemed to entice new members. 
  The June Picnic was held at the Nicklen Lake peri-
dot site while the August field trip at Keefer Creek was a 
combined campout with the Vemon Placer Miners Soci-
ety. Club members enjoyed learning how to pan for gold 
and everyone had a great time. 
 The Club expanded its Public Relations Activities dur-
ing 2002.Demonstrations and talks were given at  schools  
and the Science Centre as well as at three Mall Sales/
Displays/Demonstrations. One large permanent display at 
the Science Centre plus two small portable display cases 
were helpful in teaching students and adults. We inter-
acted with the Vernon Placer Miners Society to the ad-
vantage of both clubs. We learned goldpanning and they 
learned about non-commercial rocks and minerals. Some 
of the Placer Miners are now members of our Club and 
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in keeping the programs running successfully. The coop-
eration of the Okanagan Science Centre, Vernon Placer 
Miners Society, Mineral Claims Owner Clara Rodrigue, 
Glen Grywachesld, Clare Hewson, Bill and Linda Mac-
donald, and Wally Chaput plus Eagle Rock Aggregate 
Ltd. was greatly appreciated and important to the success 
of the year's programs. 
 For the members struggling with illness or injuries we 
wish you a speedy recovery. 
 Many thanks for the camaraderie, cooperation and 
joint effort among Club members. Have a safe, happy and 
healthy festive season and we'll 'hit it' with a great exuber-
ance in 2003. 
Respectfully submitted, 
John Stelfox 
On behalf of 2002 Executive, 14 December, 2002 
 

Creative Jewellers Guild 
    
 2003 Executive 
President   Mary Cohen 
Vice-Pres.   Ann Davern 
Treasurer   Maria Tomsich 
Secretary   Yvonne Evans 
 Meetings are held at 1pm on the third Sunday of  each 
month at the: 
Richmond Cultural Centre 
7700 Minoru Gate, Richmond, B.C. 
Programs & Workshops 
 We are working on putting together more Sunday mini 
workshops with local instructors. 
Amber Carving Workshop  
 We had a great time under Guenter Otto’s guidance 
learning the techniques of carving and turning out at least 
one piece ready to be mounted. 
 This month we  have Gordon Calderwood showing us 
his hand faceting techniques. Next month Don & Gwen 
Lee  will tell us of their  summers in the Yukon They have 
a very interesting story too tell and slides to sho 
 Bench Tip 
 Need a way to keep pliers from marring your wire? 
Try “Plast-Dip”. It’s a liquid rubber coating that’s available 
at Home Depot and comes in a variety of colors. Just dip 
the nose pieces of your pliers into the liquid, pull out and 
let dry. It is very durable and when it becomes worn just 
peel off and redip. 
Florida Society of Goldsmiths Newsletter. 

 
 Ripple Rock Gem & Mineral Club 
 
 Ripple Rock Club was off to a fantastic start in 2003 as 
it celebrated the Club’s 14

th
 birthday with 38 members 

present. 
 Business items included a variety of reminders. Al-
berni Club hosts the first show of the season on March 8. 
Our first showcase has half of the selections ready and 
the second case awaits the completion of the carving 
classes. Arrangements for the carving classes in January 
and February are complete. Your soapstone is stored at 
the shop. Lyn is collecting the fee. Tools are provided.  
 We have received permission to install a port-a-potty 
at the shop and the guys are off and running. 
 The executive dinner is on January 17, 6 p.m. at the 
Royal Coachman. 
 Looking ahead to summer, our annual picnic will be 
held on August 10 from 10-4 at Charlies.  
 Following the conclusion of the business items we all 
enjoyed coffee and birthday cake and an excellent video, 
“Gemstones of America”. It took us from the origins of the 
gem crystals in the various locations to the finished jew-
elry. We had a look at sunstones in the Ponderosa Mine, 
red beryl in Utah’s Harris Mine, tourmaline from Mt. Mica 
Mine and Himalaya Mine in Maine, as well as sapphires 
from Montana and tourquoise and peridot from Arizona. 
The tour ended with a visit to the Smithsonian to see the 
best of the best in the lapidary world.   
NEXT MEETING 

The next meeting of the Ripple Rock Club will be held 
on Friday March 14, 2003 at North Island College, Room 
C228 at 7 o’clock. Program TBA.  
A WORD FROM YOUR EDITORS 
 As you can see the Ripple Rock Club is in no danger 
of becoming idle. We also enjoyed the first carving class. I 
was very surprised at the result of my effort, didn’t know I 
could do it! I’m sure the second session will be equally 
enjoyable. Now it’s on to the Fraser River field trip and 
then the first show of the season. Hope to see you  at the 
Port Alberni Show in March.  
WORKSHOP 
 The workshop has been very busy with the carving 
classes this past two weeks. Many thanks to Rudy for 
preparing for the classes and seeing that we had ade-
quate tables and chairs to accommodate us all as well as 
covering up the machinery so we didn’t have a film of 
soapstone dust everywhere.  
 Regular workshop hours continue to be Tuesday from 
7-9 and Friday afternoon from 3-5 as well as the Thurs-
day evenings for beginners from 7-9.  
WAGONMASTERS  FIELDTRIPS 
 Don’t forget these upcoming trips in the  near future. 
Charlie will be back from southern climes and will be look-
ing for you!  
UPPER CAMPBELL LAKE – Wednesday March 26 and 
Thursday March 27 
 Upper Campbell Lake should be at it’s lowest porphyry 
point and Gwen’s slide will be easily accessible by boat. 
We will be ferrying people around the lake to walk its 
beaches both days. We will be camping by the lake just 
past the Strathcona Lodge the evenings of the 25

th
 and 

 
A huge and beautiful choice of crystals 
...rough, polished, facetted stones… 

and 
More than 120 different varieties of tumbled stones 
From Europe, Africa, Asia, North & South America 

 
Victoria, B.C (near Brentwood Bay 

 
By appointment. Call Pierre & Danielle 

Tel/Fax 250-544-0904 
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26
th
, then return home the evening of the 27

th
 after the 

day’s activities. There is a small gravel road that crosses 
the highway 0.9 kilometres past the lodge, turn right and 
the campsite is only a short way in. (Oh, yes, the camp-
site does have outhouses). 
 If you plan to make day trips, that is no problem. We 
will be returning to the campsite every few hours to check 
for stragglers (and deliver rocks). Lunch and life jackets 
will be provided both days. 
 For more info please call Charlie at 923-5670   
VANCOUVER ISLAND ZONE MEETING 

Next meeting during the Victoria Show Sunday March 
16/03  one p.m.  at the Burnside Bowling Green 274 
Hampton Victoria.  

MEMBERS NEWS 
 Margaret Wright of the Victoria Club gave me a 

further update on the Teddy Bears. Sylvia Hatfield, the 
lady who started this very worthwhile effort was honored 
with a Queen’s Medal during the 50

th
 Anniversary Cele-

brations. The count as of last March had reached 17,000 
and that does not include this year’s classs. 

A SPECIAL THANK YOU…………. 
Peg Watson of the Cowichan Club wishes to send 

thanks to the clubs for hearing aids that were collected, 
with a special thanks to Lois Stevenson of Courtenay 
Club and Karl Maldaner of Alberni Club. As we have men-
tioned before Peg collects hearing aids that are sent to 
the C.I.H.S. for repair and then are sent to needy children 
world wide.       

AND LAST BUT BY NO MEANS LEAST 
May we speak for the entire membership when we 

extend thanks to that “gung-ho group”, those “up and at 
em guys” who got going with great gusto and installed 
that perfect piece of perfection. Thanks to Gordon, Rudy, 
Charlie and Kevin, we now have a port-a-potty at the 
workshop.  
CARVING CLASS 
 The first session of the Carving Class (Grinders 

Anonymous) was held on January 29,30 at the workshop.  
Our thanks to Rudy who had prepared the shop with extra 
tables and chairs.  
 Lorne Barclay of the Parksville Club was our instructor 
and nine eager members participated. Using Lorne’s tem-
plates, various rasps and files and following his direction 
we turned our talents to creation of a dolphin from the 
soapstone block.  
 What a quiet and concentrated group! The air turned 
warm and somewhat dusty, but the only sound was the 
sound of grinding, rasping and sawing. Speech was al-
most beyond us. The very fine piles of dust grew, were 
disposed of in Lewis’ sack (soapstone is a good fertilizer) 
and grew again as we attempted to have that elusive dol-
phin emerge.  
 Toward the end of the second day we were sur-
rounded by the very fine talcum-like powder and covered 
by the same as was the dolphin who appeared to be 
white,  
 Excitement ran high as they were washed and the 
lovely colours appeared – mottled green, blue and green, 
creamy with green dots, almost green stripes and brown.  
 It was a very satisfying session and many thanks to 
Lorne for sharing his time and talent so generously. 
 The second session of Carvers Anon met at the work-
shop on February 12,13 with instructor Lorne and seven 
eager members. Lang and I enjoyed a visit with Marion, 
Lorne’s wife and only visited the shop a couple of times to 
see the progress. Their quarry was six ducks and a dol-
phin with one of Lorne’s fine jade ducks providing inspira-
tion. This group also was remarkably quiet with only the 
schussing of sandpaper to be heard as they rounded the 
rears, tucked in the tails and flattened the feathers. White, 
cream and tan dust mounted, coated the members and 
footprinted the floor. 
 Obviously they were having as much fun as we did 
and we look forward to the finished fowl. 
 Many thanks once again to Lorne for providing us with 

 

 

                

   Laird Exploration Ltd 
 
     Geo Tourism 
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     Educational Programs 
     Rare Mineral Specimens 
     Exploration Management 
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Hastings Centre Rockhounds 
 
 Meetings are held the 4th Thursday of the month at 
7:30 pm in the: 
Hastings Community Centre. 
3096 E Hasting Street 
Vancouver, B.C. 
 

Fun at the Bar-Revelations of a Leaders 1st Trip. 

Siggi Rohde 
 
  On Sunday, Jan.26.1 lead my first fieldtrip. 18 people 
showed up at the Bridal Falls gas station (more than I ex-
pected!). With the weather cooperating nicely as I had 
planned, we convoyed across the Fraser River bridge to 
the end of the McDonald Road. It is a fair sized river bar 
and everybody found something: Jasper, serpentine, por-
phyry and agates (I found a nice honey agate my-
self ).The sun was shining at times and when the rocks at 
the river bar were drying out, I ordered a quick shower so 
one could see the difference between the collectable and 
the "laeverite" rocks more clearly. 
  Then off we went, back across the bridge, again towards 
the Gill bar in Rosedale . On the way there we stopped 
shortly on an unnamed bar, not far from the bridge. We 
had some more success here. 
  Then off to the Gill Bar! This is a vast shoreline bar at 
least 2 to 3 km long. I picked up some nice serpentine 
here, as well as corn on the cob and some tasty hazel-
nuts from the farms that run right up to the bank of 
the Fraser River. All in all, it was a very 
successful first outing! 
  But, there is more: On the way back home, Brigitte and I 
decided to check out Sumas Mountain for leaf fossils! To 
our horror we found out that all along Sumas Mountain 
Road. the properties adjacent to the 
road had big signs :" Private property, NO trespassing". 
They are mostly owned by concrete aggregate and gravel 
companies. To make it short, I went up to one of the 
quarries, despite the BIG warning signs: "Dog will eat you 
in two minutes if you go any further". I did anyway and 
DID end up next to a BIG German shepherd and a guard 
person that lives in a trailer on the property. He gave me 
the name and the phone number 
of the person responsible for the quarry. I followed up on 
Monday, and can tell you that something positive came 
out of it! More about it at our meeting on Feb. 27. By the 
way, on my way back from the quarry guard, I did inspect 
some freshly blasted rock and came away with a nice set 
of big leaf fossils. 
 

The Man Who Loves Rocks 
 by Faye Smith 
 
  Cliff Smith, our Dad, has been a lover of rocks and fos-
sils since his youth, when at fourteen he collected his first 
fossil, a unique Baculite, Upper Cretaceous, 65 million 
years old, on the shores of the Souris River, Manitoba. 
During the next seventy years he has amassed a huge 
collection of rocks that fills cupboards, display cases, 
boxes, and drawers in his basement. Among the treas-
ures is a large fossil cone that he found at the Traverse 

Reservoir, Alberta, and Trilobites from Cranbrook, B.C., 
dating from the Lower Cambrian Age, 550 millions year 
ago. In 1959,1 can remember spending half a day in and 
around the 1949 Ford while Dad climbed up to the 7,000 
foot level to see Walcott's trilobite beds. It was a long wait 
before he came hiking back, but my sister and I were ex-
tremely impressed by his report of having seen a BEAR -  
I don't think Mom was.  He has also collected Ordovician 
fossils, 400 million years old, from the Tyndall Stone 
Quarry at Garson, Manitoba. From 230 million year old 
Pennsylvanian rock he found at Slesse Creek, he cut 
bookends, and etched them with hydrochloric acid to ex-
pose crinoid stalks.  In addition, he has a Lower Creta-
ceous Ammonite from the Peace River which is between 
110 and 115 million years old, plus many ammonites from 
Manitoba, Saskatchewan, Alberta, and B.C. But his love 
of rocks doesn't stop at the really, really ancient. 
  In 1963, Dad joined the Hastings Centre Rockhounds 
Club and is still an active member. His lapidary work of 
the past forty years sits in some of the 14 display cases 
set up around the perimeter of the basement, as well as 
in 4 smaller cases. When Dad sets out to make some-
thing from rock, he does not make a couple or a dozen -
we often joke that he seems to be enamoured of multiples 
of 50! Miniature hats and curling rocks, mushrooms, bot-
tles, cabochons, hearts, slugs, butterflies, lampshades, 
eggs, have been shaped from rock collected on every 
field trip and vacation in Canada and the USA. He has 
also constructed thematic groupings in rock, like the seal 
hunt in Alabaster, which includes six igloos, Inuit hunters, 
seals, polar bears, and a dog team. Another thematic 
group are the Scrimshaw carvings on corian tile of the 
historic sailing ships like Columbus' Santa Maria, and all 
the major dinosaurs, which are also captured in larger 
Soapstone carvings. And what is he happiest about hav-
ing created from rock? 
  The Hope Slide of 1965 brought down a mountain of 
rock that became the basis of his most popular work, 
started in 1966 with the collection of the rock, and finished 
in 1967. His miniature furniture display includes a living 
room suite, television, stereo, piano, coffee table, lamp, 
bookcase, fireplace, all resembling our own front room, 
and a bedroom suite for which Mom made a little bed-
spread.  The picture rock is perfect for colour, texture, and 
warmth in the furniture. Dad has been invited to display 
the Hope Slide furniture many times over the years be-
cause of its appeal to all ages. 
  On March 15 and 16, the Hastings Rockhounds are 
holding their annual show at the Hastings Community 
Centre. The miniature furniture will be there, as well as 
displays of the work by the many talented members of the 
club. Demonstrations of lapidary, silversmithing, soap-
stone carving, beading, faceting, and many other skills 
will be continuous. This is an event that has something to 
entertain and/or educate everyone. There will be a silent 
auction, grab bags, door prizes, and home baking to en-
joy with a cup of coffee. Admission is free, and donations 
are welcome. Bring your family, and join in on the fun! 
 
A tip on cleaning a saw: line the bottom of the saw with 
aluminumfoil when it is clean. The next cleaning will be 
easier as you can lift the sludge out and throw it away.  
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THE WIRE WRAPPING LESSON 
Written by Eileen Ohrlein   
              
It's Wednesday, January zero three 
Simon, Norah, cool son Wade and me 
Greeting the Wolfe's, Mr. and Mrs. 
This is a day to fulfill old wishes 
Lesson - Wire Wrapping for a small fee. 
 
Organize our spaces so that we 
Can relax; Don makes coffee and tea 
Then we lay out the tools 
Next, we learn a few rules 
Watch, look, observe and see. 
 
 Pliers, ruler, scissors, tape and cutter 
 Wire, hard, flat, half-round, or soft as butter 
 Red marker, gizmos and a pair or pin vices 
 Hey, so many new and strange devices. 
 Wrong choice; break a wire - we mutter. 
 
 Notes - to listen and write and take 
 Discuss the skills and try to make 
 And mark, tape, and again measure 
 We hope this results in a great treasure 
 Choosing stones - a lot at stake. 
 
 Hooking, bending, cutting, turning, 
 Curling, shaping, taping, yearning. 
 Beginners very soon do realize 
 For success ALL must be the right size. 
 Creating, designing, admiring, learning. 
 
 Norma taught with loving patience and tact 
 Simon picked it up on the very first whack 
 Oh, a special and a super fun night 
 This results in a keepsake and our delight 
 "Potential jewelers" - we'll be back. 
 
  Many thanks, we honour and respect our host 
  Through her information we achieved the most 
  We loved her intriguing display and, 
  Simply had an outstanding day 
  The best teacher on the coast, we boast!!! 
 
  Dedicated to the Norma and Don Wolfe, 
  Special mention to Simon Cantin              
  for his Creativity and helpfulness       
                                          

Surrey Rockhound Club 
 
General meetings are held on the 4th Wednesday of each 
month at 7:30pm at: 
St. Luke Parish Hall, 
10177 148th Street 
Surrey< B.C. (at the back of the church) 
Membership  
$17.50 single, $25.00 per family (includes children 18  
years and younger), Memberships become due in Sep-
tember each year.  
Workshop-the workshop is located in the basement at: 
Sullivan Hall, 6302 152nd Street Surrey, B.C. 
Please Note that. for insurance reasons, you must be a 
member in order to use the workshop machinery. Also. 
the workshop is just a small part of the Club's activities. If 
you wish to use the Workshop facilities, please plan on 
attending some of the regular monthly meetings. It is also 
recommended that if you wish to join wirewrapping or 
silversmith classes, that you should first complete the 10 
week Beginner Lapidary lessons on Monday nights. 
Workshop - Elmer Clark - Learning class on Mon. 7-9pm. 
Alice - Faceting is Tues. 7 to 9:30 pm. 
Rudy - Wed. 12 noon to 2pm open shop 
Norma- Wirewrapping - Wed. evenings Starting again on 
March 5th. from 7 to 9pm. 
De - Thursday evening - 6:30 to 9pm - open shop 
Simon - Thur. 6:30 to 9pm for soapstone carving 
Education Coordinator - Bill Wardle - Reports 4 more 
shoools have booked- New professors added to the team 
- Julius Cotter, Norman Handy & Don Stebbing. Leo read 
letters from some ofthe students who have attended the 
classes. 
 
Christmas Party 
  Thanks to all those members who helped out with the 
Christmas Party on December 6th. We all had a wonder-
fultime. The food was incredible, the games were really 
fun, got us mixing, and the music was wonderful. A party 
like that sure helps to put you into the Spirit of the Sea-
son. Sorry I don't know everyone names to thank you in-
dividually, but the party was very well organized and lots 
of fun. Cheers to all who helped make it a great party! 
 

Dorothy Wardle 
 
  It is with sincere sadness that we report the passing of 
our friend and long-time member Dorothy Wardle.  
  Dorothy passed away on January 8th, 2003 in the Sur-
rey Memorial Hospital after a battle with pneumonia. 
  Dorothy was a club member since 1977 coming to us 
from the Hastings Club. She and her husband. Bill, regu-
larly attended the meetings and various other club func-
tions such as the shows, rendezvous and pot luck sup-
pers. 
  For a number of years, Dorothy helped to coordinate the 
phone committee and was also involved in the School 
Program. She will be greatly missed in these roles. 
  Dorothy will be saddly missed by all who knew her.   
Our sympathy goes out to her husband Bill, their son 
Bruce from Nanaimo, daughter Avis from Kelowna and 
their families. 

Cleaning Druzy Specimens - To clean and shine most 
druzy specimens, use Easy-Off Oven cleaner (fume free 
is OK). Spray the specimen and leave it overnight in a 
closed container or bag before rinsing. This works on iron 
stained quartz crystals.  
 
Keep Tools Rust Free - Toss a piece of charcoal into your tool-

box to keep your tools rust free. Via Rok Tok, via Rocky Review  
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Thompson Valley Rock Club 
 
Meetings are held the first Monday of each at 7:30 P.M.
(except July & August) in the meeting room of the  
Parkview Activity Center,  
500 McDonald  Ave., North Kamloops, B.C 
 Rob has offered his workshop to the membership on 
the second Wednesday of every month @ 7:00 pm. The 
cost is $3.00 per person to help defer the cost of power 
and wear and tear on machinery. If you are interested you 
can call him at home 554-0765 or at the store 851-5293 in 
Thompson Park Mall and talk it over with him and get any 
particulars you need. There has been a lot of members 
asking for this kind of help so this is your chance to get in 
some practical experience in the cutting and polishing 
of stones.  
 Bill Manson will be holding lessons in Silversmithing at 
his home when he gets back from down south in March. 
He has also offered to put on  a demonstration  at the  
entertainment segment of our regular meeting at this time. 
 
Holt Street Institute of Technology 
   At irregular, unscheduled, intervals over the years the 
CEO has taken inventory (i.e looked at his pile of rocks), 
with an increasingly guilty feeling that something should 
be done about it. 
   Much of it was collected when the CEO's enthusiasm   
equalled his ignorance, and anyone nor initiated into the 
finer facets of rockhounding would consider it junk. It has  
taken the CEO most of 20 years to gradually smarten up 
and realize that most of that sixteen tons is in fact ‘junk'. 
    But what is ' junk ' ? After much scratching of his noo-
dle, and other parts of the anatomy, to try and stimulate 
the brain — Eureka !! An idea is bom! The conclusion was 
that   ' junk ' was something that nobody wanted, and the 
rest was  ' junque '  - something that someone might 
want to collect sometime. 
   Ha! The obvious answer was to classify the inventory, 
and the ' junk 'discarded. Simple, eh? 
   Oh Yeah? That's when the hard part begins. Decisions - 
decisions! Like - old rhodonite - is it really not worth keep-
ing? or, could somebody possibly want that old red jas-
per? Is that shattered jade any good - even to look at? 
And that black stuff from his first trip - it has too much 
sentimental value to chuck out. The memories — this is 
from Barriere, and that from Tranquille, Savona Mountain, 
 Back Valley and Empire Valley. Can they really be worth-
less? 
    The enthusiasm for decision making petered  out.  The  
decision was to postpone the decision making (for the 
umpteenth  time).  More  study  is indicated. 
CEO HSIT....CM.... 

 
Wanted 

 
Used Gemmaster (EMS) meter 

Contact: 
Jures Peterson 
604-463-4496 

.Victoria Lapidary & Mineral Society 
 
 Meetings are held the first Monday of each at 7:30 
P.M.(except July & August) at: 
Bumside Bowling Clubhouse,  
274 Hampton, 
Victoria B.C. 
The program for the February meeting will be Dr Steven 
Johnstone of the Department of Earth & Ocean Siences 
 at U. Vie will give a talk and slide show on The Olympic 
Collision and the bending and breaking of Vancouver Is-
land and the origin of Barclay Sound and the Gulf Islands. 
Date: Monday 3rd February, 2003. Time: 7.30p.m. 
 
More News from Down Under                                        
Tony Lucas. 
 
  My wife and I were recently over in Australia to visit 
my daughter and her family. 
 Melbourne from the air was all brown and getting bar-
ren from all the heat, 37' when we got to the house. Too 
hot for me.The house was all closed up to keep the heat 
out. The houses are very dark compared to what we are 
used to 
 The next day was my grandson's gem club day. Each 
Saturday the club is open for youngsters from 11 years 
old. That day there was eight children in attendance and 
two elderly members took the morning session, 9 a.m. till 
noon. Cost was 50 cents per child. The area had 6 double 
ended sanding grinders, 8 polishers, 2 double ended 8" 
diamond wheel grinders, 3 special polishing machines for 
oxide polishing for different oxides, a dopping bench, a 
wet carving area and trim saws. Also attached to this 
room was the saw room. Three 10" machines and a 36" 
saw. Actually I was able to tell the committee why the saw 
was not cutting right.  The end of the 36" blade was 
rounded and I used a screw driver blade on the round 
shank to force at the end of the blade. It flattened the 
round and exposed the diamond to cut clean. I tell you my 
fortunes rose after that. This club also has a faceting 
room with 10 machines. They also have a silver and gold 
room workshop with 10 torches, two large kilns for enam-
elling. There is also a very nice large room for meetings. 
The place bulges with show cases and trophies. It is the 
best set up I have seen. 
 We went on two field trips while we were there. On the 
first one we found pyrites and citrine. On the second one 
we collected some nice fossils. Now my grandchildren are 
hooked for life. 

 

Don’t be a 

“ROCK HOG” 
Take only what you can use 

& 
Leave the rest for others 
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Rendezvous-2003 

May 16 - 19, 2003 
Lumby Arena, Lumby, B.C. 

Hosted by the 

Vernon Lapidary & Mineral Club and the British Columbia Lapidary Society. 

Known as the "Gateway to the Monashee", the Village of Lumby is located 22km east of Vernon in the North Okanagan 
on Highway 6.                                                                                                                                                                          

Planned Activities                                                                                                                              
Late Fri. afternoon & evening - Registration, Sat. 7pm - Rock auction 

Sun. 4pm - Bucket raffle,  6 pm - Catered dinner  followed by the Annual General Meeting of the Lapidary Society 
Monday morning - Breakfast will be catered by the Lumby Senior Citizens group                                              
Club members are invited to display their treasures and demonstrate their skills 

If you need a display case contact Mike DeTourdonnet, 250-542-0616 or e mail: mdetourd@junction.net 

Rockabout Gems from Richmond, B.C. will be the dealer at Rendezvous 
Tel. 250-542-0616, Fax 604-279-3444 

 E mail rocklady@shaw.ca 
Donations for the bucket raffle and the rock auction are needed and will be appreciated 

 
Accommodations: 

Twin Creeks Motel. 
Box 721, Lumby, BC V0E 2G0 

Tel. (250) 547-9221, Fax (250) 547-2539, E mail: gallen@telus.net 
Single $45 - $55, Double/twin $45 - $59, additional $5, Kitchen included,   Small pets on approval 

Lumby Lion's Club Campground 
Washrooms/Showers, $15.00 per night, Office 250-547-2005 or Dave 250-547-6552, John 250-547-6346 

Free dry camping is available at the hall 
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Gem Shows 
 

Victoria Lapidary & Mineral Society 
March 14, 15 & 16, 2003 
“Rock & Gem Show” 

Fri. 1 - 9pm, Sat. 1 - 6pm, Sun. 10am - pm 
Leonardo da Vinci Centre 

95 Bay Street. Victoria, B.C. 
Adults $4, Seniors & Children under 14 $3, Families $8 

 

Hastings Centre Rockhounds 
March 15 & 16, 2003 
“Featuring Fossils” 

Sat. & Sun. 10am - 5pm 
Hastings Community Centre, 

3096 East Hastings Street, Vancouver, B.C. 
 

British Columbia Lapidary Society 
B.C. Gem Show 
April 4, 5 & 6, 2003 

“Beauty of Gems & Minerals” 
Fri. 10am - 8pm, Sat. & Sun. 10am - 6pm 

Ag-Rec Building, CFV Fairgrounds 
32470 Haida Dr. Abbotsford, B.C. 

Adults $5, Children & Students $2, Under 6 free 
 

Vernon Lapidary & Mineral Club 
April 11 & 12, 2003 

Show & Sale 
Villiage Green Mall 

27th Street & 48th Avenue, Vernon B.C. 

Thompson Valley Rock Club 
"Garage Sale" 
April 13, 2003 

"Lotsa Good Rocks, Neat Stuff, Hot Dogs & Coffee" 
Moose Hall Hall 

406 Fortune Drive, North Kamloops, B.C. 
 

Calgary Rock and Lapidary Club 
May 3 & 4, 2003 

“43rd annual Gem Show” 
Sat. 10am - 6pm, Sun. 10am - 5pm 

West Hillhurst Arena 
1940 6 Avenue NE, Calgary, Alberta 

Adults $4, Youth (7 - 17) $3, Children under 6 free 
 

The Gem & Mineral Federation of Canada 
And 

The Praire Rock & Gem Society 
Invite you to attend the 

  2003 SHOW & CONVENTION 
             Caledonian Curling Club 

     2225 Sandra Schmirler Way, Regina, SK 
    Sat. 19 July 10am-6 pm, Sun. 20 July 10am-5pm 

 
 

3005 - HOT SPRINGS RD. 
AGASSIZ, B.C. 
V0M 1A0 
 
Tel. 604-796-3118 
Evens. 604-796-2403 
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Summer Camp - August 4 - 8, 2003 
Pipers Glen Resort & Campgrounds, Fraser Lake, B.C. 
Box 35,Fort Fraser,  BC V0J 1N0 
Tel. 250-690-7565 
E mail: pipersglen@uniserve.com 
 
Located 100 mi. west of Prince George on Hwy 16 overlooking Fraser Lake  
The resort has 7 cabins,  
2 small cabins that can accommodate 2 persons  
5 larger cabins that can accommodate up to 6 persons  
All cabins have running water, frig, stove, dishes, cutlery and cooking utensils.  
No toilets or showers, Bring your own bedding & towels  
There is a central wash house with showers, flush toilets & laundry room  
Cabins are $40 per night per night for 2 persons, $3 for each extra person  
There are 30 RV sites, 5 with full hook-up, the rest partial hook ups & a tenting area 
$15 - $18 per night  
The campground has a sani-dump, boat launch, boats, horseshoes & playground 
 

There are 2 Motels at Fraser Lake: 

Catalina Motor Inn 
210 - Chowsunket Street 
Fraser Lake, B.C. V0J 1S0 
Tel. 250-699-6254 

Fraser Lake Inn 
110 - Chowsunket Street 
Fraser Lake, B.C. V0J 1S0 
Tel. 250-699-6221 
 
Materials  to be collected: 

 Jasper - a variety of colors at several locations 

 Agate 

 Common opal 

 Thundereggs 

 Geodes 

 Agatized wood 

 And ???? 
 
Ian McEwen advises that since most of the sites in this area are in or near bedrock, digging and rock breaking equip-
ment will increase the collecting ability of the participants.  The following is a list of the equipment that would be useful 

 Full size pick, shovel-long & short handled, sledge hammers 

 Crack or club hammer (the crack hammer is on of my favourite tools) 

 Gads and cold chisels (old cold chisels work well, new ones will quickly degrade when used on rock) 

 Garden rake or harrow (a three prong harrow is my one of my favorite tools since a rule of in situ rockhounding is  
      "if  you pick up, dig down") 

 Pry bars (crow bar and/or straight bar) 

 Safety equipment such as gloves, safety glasses, bear spray, personal first aid kit, and sunscreen 

 Collecting buckets (my favourite is the 25 lb soft margarine buckets that restaurants are often willing to sell for a  
       couple of dollars) 
Many of the above items are common around the house and not everyone needs to have all of the items. 
You may have other tools to add to this list.I    Collecting buckets (my favourite is the 25 lb soft margarine buckets that 
restaurants are often willing to sell for a couple of dollars) 
Many of the above items are common around the house and not everyone needs to have all of the items. 
You may have other tools to add to this list. 
 
For further information contact: 
Win Robertson,  
Tel. 250-376-4878,  
E mail winrobertson@hotmail.com 
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